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Lords take their third consecutive NCAA
championship win; Ladies place fourth.
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Community reviews 2020 Plan
Decatur releases 2020 Plan in advance
of April meeting of the Board of Trustees.
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
NEWS ASSISTANT

President Sean Decatur’s vision is 2020. Decatur recently
released a draft of the 2020 plan,
his five-year plan for the College.
The draft clocks in at six-anda-half pages and identifies three
main priorities for the College to
focus on over the next five years.
Beyond the ivory tower: experiential learning
The first priority is post-graduate success, suggesting changes
such as strengthening the firstyear experience and bettering
student-alumni communication.
It emphasizes a more practical
approach to learning, with one
goal stated as “[ensuring] that
every student completes at least
two high-impact experiences before graduation” such as intern-

INSIDE THIS
ISSUE

ships, research or off-campus
study. Decatur seems anxious to
have students pursue opportunities outside the classroom.
Decatur says he doesn’t think
this focus will detract from the
traditional liberal arts experience and sees “it less as moving
away [from the liberal arts] as
much as adding an important
complement.” Assistant Professor of Economics P.J. Glandon,
who came to Kenyon a year before Decatur, backed up this notion. Glandon noted that “there’s
always this tension, particularly
with liberal arts colleges, because the point is not to train for
a particular job when you come
here, it’s to learn about yourself
... to figure out what you’re good
at.” Glandon qualified this statement by saying that an emphasis
on post-graduate success is also
important.

Kenyon welcomes new
civil
rights coordinator
P.5

Growing diversity: money matters
The second priority states its
goal is to “strategically use Kenyon’s resources to attract, retain
and graduate an academically
excellent and diverse student
body.” This segment pledges to
increase diversity, both racial
and economic, through a focus on building the endowment
and outreach to minority communities. Matthew Gerson ’18,
who published an opinion piece
on the lack of racial diversity at
small liberal arts colleges in the
Baltimore Sun last fall, appreciates the plan’s emphasis on diversity but believes it does not do
enough to address the problem.
The plan resolves to “build on
the success of the Kenyon Academic Partnership (KAP),” as
well as other programs including
Kenyon Educational Enrichment
Program (KEEP), to increase diversity. “These are the same old
programs basically. … You can
look around this cam- page 3
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Crystal ball: Mount
Vernon’s psychics

LIFE ON THE HILL AS IT HAPPENS:

Currently lining the walls of
the Buchwald-Wright Gallery
in the Gund Gallery are the
manifestations of four years of
hard work by studio art majors
at the senior art exhibition. But
next year, things are changing.
“We would like to move, in
future years, to two kinds of
senior exhibitions,” Gund Gallery Director Natalie Marsh
wrote in an email to the Collegian. Since its construction,
the Gund Gallery has taken almost a month out of its regularly scheduled programming
to show student work in two
separate exhibitions, with alternating halves of the graduating studio art majors showing
in each section.
This semester’s first show began Wednesday, March 18 and
will end Friday, March 27. The

“

second half of the exhibition
will begin Wednesday, April 1
and conclude Friday, April 10.
According to Marsh, the
new plan would have two displays. The first, happening in
mid-March, would feature larger displays of work from one or
two students in a different location, such as the Kahler Exhibition Gallery in Horvitz Hall or
the Curatorial Classroom in the
Gund Gallery. This early date
serves to accommodate those
students who may need more
time to rework their art to pass
their exercise.
The second portion would
feature “selections of the best
works from the one- to twoperson exhibitions earlier in the
semester,” according to Marsh.
She cites expanded programming at the Gallery and a more
efficient timeline for families to
see shows as part of the reason
page 4
for the change.

The entire nature of the senior exercise is one that
is supposed to give [senior studio art majors] professional experience interacting with a professional gallery space.”
Associate Professor of Art, Read Baldwin

Alumna gives Palestinians and Israelis a
chance to cross paths. Turn to page 5
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Amber Kraus ’15, studio art major:
“[Showing art at the Gund Gallery] is a very unique and exciting experience for student artists to
show their work in a professional gallery setting. It encourages the student artists to aspire to a
higher quality of work due to the formality of its display, and it enables the artists to show their
work to a wide variety of viewers ... students, professors, parents and the surrounding community.”

Fin Aid ranks highly in Time
MAYA LOWENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

A national hike in college tuition comes
hand-in-hand with a greater need for financial aid.
In “The 10 Colleges With The Most
Generous Financial Aid” (March 16), Time
ranked Kenyon as one of the best colleges
in the nation for meeting students’ financial needs. The article reports that a Kenyon student’s average family educationrelated debt is $13,313 and cited Kenyon
as awarding 13 percent of its students with
merit awards. Other colleges that ranked
include Duke University (12 percent receive merit awards) and Vanderbilt University (10 percent), respectively. Of note
was the fact that most of the 10 college,
were selective institutions.
Director of Financial Aid Craig Daugherty believes that this ranking accurately

portrays Kenyon’s financial aid. “For 20152016 ... the financial aid budget from Kenyon resources will exceed $30,000,000,”
Daugherty said.
Darryl Uy, associate dean of admissions, believes that this recognition stems
from Kenyon’s merit scholarships. “Some
of our scholarships will go above need level and you might end up receiving more
money than you actually need,” Uy said.
Uy was not sure how Time came up with
Kenyon’s average merit grant as $13,040;
Kenyon’s minimum scholarship is $15,000.
The average financial aid package, according to Uy, is $37,000.
Sophie, whose last name has been
omitted for privacy, was recently accepted
to the Class of 2019. A prospective biology
major, Sophie, received a merit scholarship of $15,000 a year. “I didn’t expect to
receive any financial aid,” Sophie said “but
it definitely puts Kenyon up higher on my
list.”

Village RecoRd
March 2 – March 25

March 2, 5:18 p.m. — Fire alarm activated by cooking in the North Campus Apartments
(NCAs). No fire. Smoke cleared. Alarm reset.
March 2, 5:51 p.m. — Damage found to window and crawl space board in Bexley Hall. Signs
of alcohol consumption and extinguished fire. Fire extinguisher found.
March 4, 4:13 p.m. — Student failed to control vehicle, causing damage to two vehicles at the
Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC). Knox County Sheriff’s Office responded.
March 6, 5:33 p.m. — Strong odor of chemicals from basement of Hayes Hall. Responsible
person in specified area contacted and responded with Campus Safety. Naturally occurring
odor found.
March 8, 11:34 p.m. — Staff member reported falling on ice at the Church of the Holy Spirit.
No injury or pain at time of report.
March 13, 1:12 a.m. — Fire alarm activated by burned baked food at the Brown Family Environmental Center. Officer found one occupant asleep in bed. Student occupant was underage
and smelled of alcohol. Smoke cleared. Alarm reset.
March 14, 10:19 a.m. — Student reported damage to vehicle occurring during spring break
at the KAC.
March 14, 10:48 a.m. — Student vehicle stuck in mud in the NCAs. Advised to wait for rain
to stop and then get assistance.
March 15, 12:28 a.m. — Student found to be taking bike from rack at Weaver Cottage. Did
not stop when asked by an officer. Other students present. Bike found at other location.
March 15, 12:28 a.m. — Students attempting to get into the Gambier Grill unauthorized.
Ran when approached by officer(s). Two of the four students were stopped.
March 16, 1:13 a.m. — Students found to be in possession of projection screen in Hanna
Residence Hall. Students gave false information regarding their whereabouts.
March 19, 12:07 a.m. — Underage intoxicated student in the NCAs. Safety responded. Student assessed by squad. Student signed off on transport.
March 21, 12:30 a.m. — Underage intoxicated student in Manning Residence Hall. Safety
responded. Squad called and transported to Knox Community Hospital. Student received a
citation for underage consumption.
March 21, 2:08 a.m. — Community Advisors reported two condoms blown up with writing
on them in Norton Residence Hall.
March 21, 2:15 a.m. — Male student found in public area without pants on in Mather Residence Hall. Student complied with instructions to dress appropriately and went to his residence hall.
March 21, 4:20 p.m. — Visitor reported car bumper damaged by another unknown vehicle
in Olin Lot. No injuries reported.
March 21, 5:15 p.m. — Student shut finger in door of residence causing injury in Farr Hall.
Safety responded and treated wound.
March 22, 12:28 a.m. — Student with history of asthma experienced difficulty breathing in
Caples Residence Hall. Safety responded, assessed and showed breathing technique. Marked
improvement. Encouraged to go to Health Center.
March 22, 5:42 p.m. — Student suffered a seizure in Peirce Hall. Student’s parent was present
and assisted. Safety responded. Squad responded and transported to KCH.
March 23, 8:07 p.m. — Student complaint of faster than normal heart rate in Caples. Safety
responded. Squad called and transported to KCH for further evaluation.
March 25, 11:41 p.m. — Student found to have Village aluminum sign in residence in Hanna
Residence Hall. Currently under investigation.

Student council
Sunday, March 22
t
t

t
t
t
t

t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Student Council approved a new student election procedure to the Student Conduct Review Board. The Council would like a list of desired candidate qualities from the Office
of Student Rights and Responsibilities.
President Sean Decatur visited Student Council to discuss the 2020 Strategic Plan and
ask for feedback on the first draft. Student Council voiced concerns regarding building
accessibility, equal standard of housing, affordability and access, experiential learning
and diversity training during orientation.
The Junior Class Council discussed collaborating with Target and Bed Bath & Beyond to
put together an apartment kitchen kit to sell to students.
The Senior Class Council released the senior week schedule.
The Council for Diversity and Social Justice will transition their leadership before their
next meeting. They are working with Admissions to plan an all-campus social event during an admitted students day.
The Campus Safety Committee is placing anti-vandalism signs around campus. They
are looking at a new way of distributing emergency messages to specific email groups.
They are investigating the possibility of complementing the blue lights with an app-based
emergency system. The blue lights have been used fewer than five times since the late
1980s.
The Buildings and Grounds Committee reported the results of the Master Plan building priority survey. Student priorities include a new library and increased accessibility in
Ascension Hall.
The Business and Finance Committee (BFC) held a supplemental budget hearing last
week. The BFC reminds student groups that budgets for next semester are due Sunday,
April 5 and budgets will be reviewed the following Sunday, April 12.
The First Year Council is planning to host a Weaver Wednesday.
The Student Life Committee made Student Council aware of a potential proposal to
Campus Senate that would limit access to dormitories after 2 a.m. to those students residing there.
The Housing and Dining Committee is hosting a Cups for Candy drive to collect missing
Peirce Cups.
The Sophomore Class Council did not report any updates.
The Academic Affairs Committee is exploring the idea of allowing incoming first years
to register for all four of their classes over the summer.
—Steven Schmidt

BRiefS
Reinert officially resigns
Former Associate Professor of Drama Andrew Reinert has officially resigned from the College as of February 23, 2015, according to an email from Provost Joseph Klesner to the Collegian. Reinert was a tenured professor and had been a Kenyon faculty member since 1990. The
College hired Visiting Assistant Professor of Drama Tatjana Longerot to teach Reinert’s former
courses. As of press time, several of Reinert’s student advisees, which include the drama majors
in the Class of 2016, had not yet been notified of his departure. Reinert could not be reached
for comment.
— Emily Sakamoto

Big dreams, empty field: Kenyon loses Browns
The Cleveland Browns will, in fact, not be coming to town. The Browns decided not to
move their training camp this summer, though Kenyon was one of the final contenders for a
temporary location change.
“They host their training at their own facility in Cleveland, and they decided to stay there,”
Kenyon’s Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman said.
“We bid on it and we got into the top two,” Kenyon’s Manager of Sales, Marketing and Summer Programs Barbara Kakiris said. “It’s a three-week training camp.”
The College kept its desire to host the Browns fairly quiet.
“A number of colleges around the state of Ohio made very public pitches for it,” Mark Ellis,
director of public affairs, said. “University of Akron was one, Ohio Wesleyan made a pitch,
[and] Hiram, so we were fairly discrete.”
However, in the end the Browns decided against the move, some administrators found it
encouraging that Kenyon made it so far in the bidding process.. “We really were among the
finalists and [our] facilities are terrific,” Ellis said.
The College’s finances will not be significantly harmed by the Browns’ decision because
Kenyon has never hosted an event like this before, according to Kakiris.
“I think it would’ve been a great location for fans [since] our facilities are stellar,” Kakiris
said. “I think that is why when they said that they had decided not to do it, they still respect us
and think that we’re in the running for future years.”
— Lauren Eller
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2020 Plan promises broad outline for future
Continued from Page 1

pus — I don’t think it takes an
enormous amount of thought to
realize that their results haven’t
been satisfactory even if they’ve
been commendable,” Gerson said.
Eighty-two percent of Kenyon students are white, according
to the College’s website. “I don’t
think it’s necessary to throw everything out that they’ve ever
done because it ‘wasn’t enough,’
but it wasn’t enough,” Gerson
said. He also critiqued the plan
for its vagueness: “I don’t know
what ‘build on’ … [means],” he
said, noting, however, that he did
not have a good sense of what a
similar plan might look like at another college.
Alex Britt ’15, a Discrimination Advisor, believes that the
College’s diversity has improved
remarkably in the past four years
and defended the plan in spite

of its potential vagaries. “If you
know the programs [KAP and
KEEP], you know the success,”
Britt said, going on to explain
that “for each organization that
they specify, it has a very specific
meaning ... You can’t get too specific in a plan like this.”
Highlighting economic diversity, the plan promises to “make
Kenyon more accessible for students from a range of socioeconomic groups” and calls for
“[reducing] Kenyon’s tuition dependency through building the
endowment.”
The 2020 Plan makes mentions
the separate Master Plan developed by Gund Partnership, which
has been criticized — including
in an editorial by the Collegian
— for expending resources that
should be focused on financial
aid. Decatur indicated that the
Master Plan will complement, but
not dominate, the other aspects of

the 2020 Plan. “What the [2020]
Plan will help us do is … decide
which of the building projects are
the most important for us to do
because what are the things that
are going to help us move towards
those priorities,” Decatur said.
Fostering Community
The third and final priority
places an emphasis on developing
the sense of community on campus, with an aim to “intentionally
build community on campus and
within the Kenyon diaspora that
enhances the learning environment and strengthens lifelong ties
with the institution.” Glandon appreciates this focus on community in the plan, seeing it as a “focus
on what Kenyon’s strengths are.”
“One of the things I love about
my job are the sort of casual conversation I have with students and
my colleagues,” Glandon said.
The plan will be reviewed by

Increase in neutral bathrooms
College moves to implement the gender-neutral bathroom
proposal passed last October.
ERICH KALECTA
STAFF WRITER

We are all familiar with
the gendered stick figures
that demarcate most bathrooms on Kenyon’s campus. Campus Senate is in
the process of implementing a resolution, passed in
Senate last October, which
mandates that all single-stall
bathrooms on campus be
converted to gender-neutral.
Kenyon currently has some
gender-neutral bathrooms,
such as those in the basement
of Olin-Chalmers Library
and in Lentz House. These
changes have widespread
support across campus, from
student groups, such as Unity
House, and professors to administrative offices, such as
the Office of Diversity Equity
and Inclusion (ODEI). Associate Professor of English and
Faculty Co-Chair of Campus
Senate Sarah Heidt stated
that “President Decatur was
visibly and verbally pleased
by the resolution.”
President Sean Decatur
says that plans are in motion to continue the process
of installing gender-neutral
bathrooms. “[Chief Business
Officer] Mark Kohlman has
been working with maintenance and the facilities folks
[to make] an inventory of
bathrooms across campus,”
Decatur said.
The resolution, which
Campus Senate passed on
Oct. 28, 2014, has two main
caveats: first, that all singlestall bathrooms on campus be
converted to gender-neutral
spaces (even if this requires

gaining exemption or variance from the Ohio Building Code), and second, “that
all appropriate measures be
taken to provide secure gender-neutral toilets and shower facilities in residence halls
as soon as is feasible. Heidt
said that “one of the apparent misunderstandings that
has been flying around campus [regarding the resolution]
is that it is about making all
bathrooms gender-neutral,
but that is not the case and
is not the resolution that was
passed.” Such changes have
already been made in Lentz
House, and while it would be
ideal to immediately make
all single stalls on campus
gender neutral, “we found
that the legal situation makes
things more difficult because
of building codes and such,
and because of some changes
we are already almost certainly out of code in some
places,” Heidt said.
Decatur elaborated on
the issues of codes. “seven
or eight years ago, the state
made it easier to change the
codes for gender-neutral
bathrooms,” Decatur said.
“It turns out that about 3 or 4
years ago, they changed them
back.”
Student Co-Chair of
Campus Senate Conrad Jacober ’15 said that “the resolution came about in response
to complaints from students
who identify outside of the
gender binary.”
The measures implemented thus far have garnered
support both with students
and faculty. Arreon Watson
’18 attends meetings at Uni-

ty House, a center that aims
to support LGBTQ Kenyon
students and their allies, and
says that he “embraces the
use of gender-neutral bathrooms because everyone deserves comfort and security.”
He added a caveat. “While
I do agree with gender-neutral stalls, I would be careful in making all bathrooms
gender-neutral because that
is not an issue Campus Senate can decide,” Watson said.
“It’s an issue that involves everyone.”
ODEI
and Inclusion,
which was founded this fall,
also approves of this move.
“One of the missions of our
office is to expand what is
diversity, what is equity and
what is inclusion,” Associate
Provost of ODEI and Associate Professor of English Ivonne García said, “and as such,
we support these changes.”
García clarified that the
ODEI will not pressure the
student body to adopt any
changes. “We will rarely recommend or try to implement
changes on campus,” she
said. “Our purpose is that of a
think tank and a supporting
resource and, while we will
try to educate students and
faculty on issues of diversity,
we are not a compliance office.”
As far as providing gender-neutral shower spaces
in residence halls, there has
been little progress as of yet,
but the Office of Residential
Life and the College’s Operating Division say they are investigating the costs involved
and necessary measures to
make such changes.

“

It sounds like President Decatur is very concerned
with community involvement, yet when meetings like
this are set up, so few students are actually willing to
show up.”
Mary Sawyer ’15

the Board of Trustees at the end
of April. In the meantime, the
plan is accessible via the College’s
website. Decatur hosted a public forum to discuss the plan this
week but attendance was poor
with only six attendees, including
this reporter. Mary Sawyer ’15,
who has not read the plan but attended the forum, was put off by
the lack of an audience. “It sounds
like President Decatur is very
concerned with community involvement yet when meetings like
this are set up, so few students are
actually willing to show up,” Sawyer said.
While he said he is not a big

fan of its mission statements or
grand plans in general, Professor
of Humanities Tim Shutt, who
has worked at Kenyon for almost
three decades, said 2020 is largely fine. “It’s highlighting what
needs to be highlighted,” he said,
and “there’s no call for it to be
more specific.” For Shutt, 2020 is
merely a clarification of Kenyon’s
model and not a revolutionary
document that will change Kenyon drastically. “We’ve been doing this effectively for generations
and changing with the times,”
Shutt said. “I don’t think [the
2020 plan] has much real impact
on what goes on [at Kenyon].”

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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OSU requires vaccinations
JACK STUBBS
STAFF WRITER

In mid-February, The Ohio
State University (OSU) made
it a requirement that all students, except for those with
religious, philosophical or
medical convictions, must be
vaccinated. OSU’s mandate
may not spur a change in Kenyon’s own policy, but it has
prompted conversations about
immunizations on campus.
“College health is always
changing, but OSU is doing something very bold and
proactive with their new policy about immunizations,”
President of the Ohio College
Health Association and Director of the Kenyon Health Center Kim Cullers said.
OSU implemented the policy after a large-scale mumps
outbreak last spring. “The
mumps outbreak started on
OSU’s campus at a fraternity,” Cullers said. “It ended up
infecting not only the campus but the city of Columbus
as well, and spread throughout surrounding counties,”
Cullers said. Immunizations
are essential for protecting a
school’s student body and surrounding community.
Cullers asserts that each
individual college has the responsibility to make its own
vaccination policies, although
they do receive recommendations.
“The ACHA [American

College Health Association] is
the governing body for all colleges in the country,” Cullers
said. “They issue recommendations for how each school
should make their own immunization policies.” Each school
receives recommendations by
the ACHA and devises its own
vaccination policy, but also has
to follow state laws.
Kenyon’s policy is similar
to those of several peer institutions, in the sense that Kenyon requires its incoming
first years to have received four
immunizations, for measles,
mumps, rubella (MMR) and
hepatitis B, while eight others
are “strongly recommended
by the state of Ohio,” according to Cullers. For example, at
the College of Wooster some
vaccinations are required
and others are simply recommended: “We require two
MMR (measles, mumps and
rubella) dates for all students,”
Esther Horst, head nurse at the
College of Wooster, said. “We
highly suggest tetanus every
10 years.”
Cullers believes Kenyon
students are mostly all vaccinated.
“We find that most of our
students have taken all of the
required and optional vaccinations as well,” she said.
The size of the institution
also has a bearing on the effectiveness of vaccinations. “Generally, I think the vaccination
policy [at Kenyon] is pretty

effective,” Graeme Taylor ’18
said. “However, because Kenyon is such a small campus, I
think more research needs to
be done on certain illnesses
that spread really quickly, such
as the ‘Krud.’”
The debate regarding
whether or not vaccinations
should be required rages on.
“It’s a little worrisome that
some of the other shots are not
required,” Zoe Frazier ’16 said.
“Some diseases might spread
really quickly without vaccinations.”
Considering these factors,
the conversation about vaccination policies at Kenyon is
more relevant than ever. However, it won’t necessarily cause
Kenyon to amend or alter its
own policy about vaccinations. “I wouldn’t make any
changes [to the policy] unless nationally or regionally I
see that there’s a strong push
to make the policies more enforceable,” Cullers said. But,
the she says that the “Wooster,
Ohio Wesleyan [University],
Denison [University], Oberlin [College] and Kenyon all
meet regularly to … compare
current policies and review
the current healthcare guidelines,” Cullers said. For the
foreseeable future, Cullers says
Kenyon’s vaccination policy
won’t change. There will still
be four required vaccinations
along with several optional —
but highly encouraged — vaccinations.

KLARA AUERBACH | COLLEGIAN

On March 20, Kenyon sent out a record number of
acceptance letters for the Class of 2019.

Senior art exhibitions may change, department tensions grow
Plans for increased programming at the Gund Gallery presents changes for next year’s studio art majors.
Continued from Page 1

Despite the positive assertions of those
at the Gund Gallery,
many in the art department remain wary of
changes. In the April
27, 2014 issue, the Collegian reported on tensions between the Gund
Gallery’s ambitions and
the inclusion of the art
department. Associate
Professor of Art Read
Baldwin, who is also the
chair of the art department, says that these
strains remain.
“The entire nature of
the senior exercise is one
that is supposed to give
[senior studio art majors] professional experience interacting with
a professional gallery
space,” Baldwin said.
“This notion that there
will be satellite shows
around campus is, to us,
ridiculous. There are no
spaces on campus that
are secure, that have the

proper kind of walls, the
proper kind of lighting.
We don’t want our senior shows to be spread
all around because then
suddenly you no longer
have the energy and excitement involved generated by these openings
in March and April.”
However, moving the
show in the Gund Gallery to a 15-day show
in May has some advantages,
according
to Marsh. “[In previous years,] parents and
families have had to
choose between attending their daughter’s or
son’s senior exhibition
or Commencement because of the great cost
of making two trips to
campus,” Marsh wrote.
The change would move
all work to a 15-day period closer to the Commencement date, rather
than the mid-semester,
four-week exhibition of
the current plan.
Chair of the Board of

the Gund Gallery David Horvitz ’74 echoes
Marsh’s
statements.
Horvitz, a major donor, is the namesake of
Horvitz Hall, Kenyon’s
recently opened studio
art building. “A later
date will allow faculty
from many disciplines
to utilize the extraordinary exhibitions being
mounted at the gallery,
exhibitions culled from
our own spectacular
new and growing collection, projects curated internally or even by
Gund Associates and exhibitions borrowed from
other institutions for a
longer period,” Horvitz
wrote in an email to the
Collegian.
But Baldwin remains
unconvinced that featuring a few pieces at the
end of the year would do
art students justice. “It’s
inconceivable to us that
our seniors would not
exhibit in this gallery
that we fought so hard

“

A later date will allow faculty from many disciplines to utilize the
extraordinary exhibitions being mounted at the gallery, culled from
our own spectacular new and growing collection.”
David Horvitz ’74, Chair of the Board of the Gund Gallery

to bring into being,” he
said. “By a ‘Commencement show,’ it’s a ‘best
of ’ show. It would probably be taking one very
small piece from every
student and shoving it
all into one room and
calling it a student show.
… But it cannot replace
[an exhibition]. It would
destroy our program, in
our opinion.”
The opportunity to
show at the Gund Gallery excites many studio art majors and may
help students prepare
for life after graduation.
Hanna Washburn ’14, an
English and studio art
double major who also
worked as a Gund Gallery Associate, valued
her senior show at the
Gund Gallery. “Having
the gallery there really
changed the art major
a lot,” she said. “Being

able to display my work
there was one of the
highlights of my Kenyon experience, and I
would be very sad if other art majors couldn’t
have that experience,
too.” Washburn also believes the experience of
showing at the Gallery
has benefitted her after
leaving the Hill. “I’ve
been working in various
aspects of the arts since
I’ve graduated, and I
think a lot of the things
I’ve learned as an associate at the Gund Gallery
and also as an art major installing my work
at the Gallery were very
valuable and very helpful to me as a graduate.”
Amber Kraus ’15,
whose work is currently
on display at the Gund
Gallery, reiterates those
feelings.
“Constructing an installation in a

formal gallery setting
teaches students about
the amount of work required to put an exhibition together, as well as
a better understanding
of how art organizations
function beyond the
walls of Horvitz,” Kraus
wrote in an email to the
Collegian.
Despite
pushback
from the art department, the Gund Gallery
intends to move forward on this plan to expand the programming
offered to further the
goals and status of the
gallery. “The College
and the donors invested
$20 million to create a
great academic museum,” Marsh said. “They
really imagined this museum to be something
that would be the visual
art equivalent of the Kenyon Review.”
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Kenyon alum leads tours for Israelis and Palestinians

“

JULIE FRANCE
MANAGING EDITOR

Icebreaker activities are used for
business retreats, new-student orientations and much more. But could
they be used to break down the tension between a group of Israelis and
Palestinians?
Tiyul-Rihla, a subsidized tour
group program led by Israeli director and Kenyon graduate Dara Frank
’11, Palestinian director Ahmed Helou and co-director and co-founder
Yovav Kalifon, begins its two- to
three-day trips with games intended
to reduce awkwardness. One common icebreaker is to have Israelis and
Palestinians pair up and teach one another three to four words in Hebrew
and Arabic.
To speak about their efforts, Frank
and Helou will lead a video conversation today at 11:10 a.m. in Olin Auditorium.
Tiyul-Rihla trips take both Israelis and Palestinians to historical sites
in Israel and Palestine areas in order
for them to better understand each
other’s history and foster dialogue in
a non-political context. Frank believes
history is the best way to work toward
peace because it neither dismisses the
conflict nor heightens it through politics.
“You know, you’ll have things
like ‘Pottery for Peace’ where [Israelis
and Palestinians] can get together in
a friendly environment but then you
come out of that and say, ‘Well there’s
still a conflict,’ and a lot of the conflict
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We don’t want people to come out all happy. We just
want people to come out with a better understanding.”
Dara Frank ’11, Israeli Director of Tiyul-Rihla

COURTESY OF BRUCE SHAFFER

A Tiyul-Rihla tour group visits the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem.
arises from just misunderstanding in
history,” Frank said. For Frank, her
position at Tiyul-Rihla has allowed
her to put her Kenyon education to
the test.
“My job ... is the perfect Kenyon
job because I can add all these tidbits
on tours that I learned as a political
science major and IPHS [Integrated
Program in Humane Studies] concentrator,” Frank said. “I joked to
some of my professors before I graduated that I was going to solve the conflict with Israel and Palestine, not realizing what I would be doing now.”
Since the program started in June
2011, Tiyul-Rihla has led nine trips as
well as a few half-day hikes and reunion tours. The groups go to historical sites in Israel as well as two areas of
the West Bank: Area A, which is under full Palestinian Authority control,
and Area B, under Palestinian civil
control with Israeli-Palestinian secu-

rity. Tiyul-Rihla provides set types of
trips that tour specific historical places
such as the “Jerusalem-Jaffa” trip. Yet
perhaps one of the most important aspects of the trips is the conversation
participants have in between historical sites.
“Once we went to the Temple
Mount and we had to wait 45 minutes before going, and one Israeli just
couldn’t take the wait and just left,”
Frank said. “Afterwards, one Palestinian woman said, ‘Well, we have to do
that all the time — go someplace and
wait forever to go in or not be allowed
in at all.’”
On her sabbatical last year, Professor of Religious Studies Miriam
Dean-Otting was able to observe what
Frank is doing firsthand by going on
two Tiyul-Rihla trips, one in December 2013 and the other in March 2014.
“I remember walking behind [a
settler, an Israeli who lives in the West

Bank,] and she was walking with a
Palestinian man and she would say,
‘Well, it’s not the way I think about it,’
and they kept talking with each other,” Dean-Otting said. “So conversation did not break down. It didn’t just
shut down because they didn’t agree.”
It’s the knowledge born from these
kinds of conversations and learning
each other’s history with which Frank
wants participants to leave the trip.
“We don’t want people to come out
all happy.,” Frank said. “We just want
people to come out with a better understanding.” This understanding is
rare for any Israeli or Palestinian to
gain outside of programs such as Tiyul-Rihla.
“Palestinians and Israelis don’t
have a chance to meet each other, just
at checkpoints or in the jail or some
wars — but as humans, as civilians,
there is no chance,” Helou said.
For David Gurevich, an Israeli
participant of two trips, he not only
was able to meet Palestinians, but also
see how some live as he did on his trip
to Jericho and Bethlehem. “I was really surprised by the high quality of
life there, with these very large houses
that I would have to work very hard to
get,” Gurevich said.
The homes of some Israelis and
Palestinians aren’t the only things that
differ and this sometimes leads to dif-

ficulties when Frank leads tours.
“We were at the beach and a lot of
the Palestinians had never seen the
beach before, but it was 2 p.m. and
Shabbat started at 5, so I needed to
make sure that the Israelis were back
in time for Shabbat,” Frank said. “But
the Palestinians wanted to stay longer,
but Israelis weren’t happy about it and
I couldn’t tell them that they wouldn’t
be home in time to make their families dinner for Shabbat.”
Despite cultural and religious differences among the participants, the
directors of Tiyul-Rihla hope that
the trips have been a success in giving
both Israelis and Palestinians insight
into each other’s history and how the
same geographical place can be important to both peoples.
Helou looks forward to the video
conversation and hopes students will
learn that both Israelis and Palestinians are working together for peace.
“Don’t let the media control your
mind or control your thoughts,” Helou said. “Just, if you want to know the
truth, come visit the land.”
Frank and Helou’s partnership
may in itself be a testament to peace.
“Ahmed [Helou] and I don’t have
the same views, but still we are able
to work together,” Frank said. “And if
we can do that, then certainly Kenyon
students can.”

ON THE RECORD
ANDREA GOLDBLUM

CIVIL RIGHTS COORDINATOR
PHOEBE ROE
STAFF WRITER

For Andrea Goldblum, civil
rights is more than an ideal: it’s her
job. As the new civil rights coordinator at Kenyon, she will oversee Title IX issues and dealing with possible civil rights violations. She leaves
her former position as manager of
regulatory compliance at Margolis Healy, a service firm specializing
in campus safety and compliance.
Goldblum was the former Title IX
coordinator at the Ohio State University (OSU), before she resigned,
citing a lack of support at OSU for
Title IX goals, according to The Lantern.
At The University of Oklahoma, we’ve seen videos surfacing featuring students using racial slurs. You worked at OSU for
awhile. Have you seen things like
that firsthand?
I’ve seen them throughout my
career. I think what has changed is
technology; nothing is really private
or secret anymore. We have a culture now where people are record-

ing their lives and those recordings
are available. When you look at Oklahoma, clearly somebody who didn’t
agree with what was going on released
that video and so we’re getting much
more good evidence of this behavior
and as we get more evidence about it,
it’s shocking to people. I think these
things have always been there; it’s just
now we have it in front of us. I think
we need to go to the cause, not just the
symptoms of the problems.
Do you think technology will
help eliminate inequities or will
make them worse?

In some ways I think so, because
now [the issues] are more out in the
open. This allows us to know what’s
happening so we can intercede or we
can provide an intervention. If we
don’t know what’s happening it makes
it really difficult for us to provide that
intervention. We can do it very generally but not specifically.

duce the risk, but how we can stop
people from raping, how we can increase bystander intervention and
taking care of each other within our
community.

This year Kenyon has been making an effort to create more equality
for nonbinary and transgender students across campus. What role will
your office play in continuing those
efforts?

I certainly hope so. I think that
there are people that are very concerned or students who are very concerned and willing to be involved.
This can’t just be done by the administration; everybody needs to be
involved. I think it’s more effective if
it’s not just something that is imposed
on students but that students are involved in as well.

I think we need to learn to use
technology wisely to help. The current generation of college students,
for example, are very technologically
oriented, so we need to use that technology as a tool to help with these issues. On one hand it’s good because
it exposes [injustices]; it’s good that
they’re getting exposed because otherwise they’re just underground and
they fester.

Transgender efforts are very much
within the realm of what my office
will be working with. Looking at gender discrimination, that also includes
gender identity — whether someone
is transexual, transgender — so those
are definitely things I will be looking
at.

So the recent attention has been
good for your field?

Spreading knowledge so there’s
more primary prevention. We looked,
not so much at how victims can re-

What are your ideas to improve
civil rights on campus?

Will you be getting any help
from different student groups on
campus?

How do you see the field changing in the next few years?
I think that we will be –– and this
is not just for Kenyon but across the
country –– we will be trying to find
a balance for what is required by law
and what is best for our communities.
The law is a minimum, it’s a baseline.
We need to create things that meet
the minimum but that really help our

COURTESY OF THE LANTERN

Andrea Goldblum was recently
hired by Kenyon.
community and the character of
the community. I think that we will
continue to see a government that
has a very strong enforcement agenda and continued investigations of
college campuses.
Andrea Goldblum will start her
new job as Kenyon’s civil rights coordinator on April 8.
This interview has been edited for
length and clarity.
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ASK A
PROFESSOR
What
animal do
you identify
with?

“Got to go with cat ... I
feel a real kinship with
them. I have dogs, I love
dogs, but I’m much more
of a cat person person.”
— Assistant Professor of
Religious Studies Emerita
Mary Suydam

“It’s going to be a horrible visual
image, but I feel like I’m part cat
and part dragon. The freedom
and the spirit of the dragon, I
love that. But then I also love the
cuddly of the cat.”
— Visiting Assistant Professor of
Art History Jill Greenwood

A spirited business: psychics add soul to Mount Vernon
CLAIRE OXFORD
FEATURES ASSISTANT

“I can see angels and demons,”
Mount Vernon resident Beth Deering said. “I have met my guardian
angel.” Deering and her husband,
Geoffrey Allen, are both professional
psychic mediums who have claimed
to communicate with the spirit world
since childhood.
Throughout his life, Allen said he
grappled with whether or not to discuss his thoughts on spirit communication. From a young age, Allen
said, “My parents told me, ‘Don’t talk
about it; people will think that you’re
crazy.’ So I buried it. At age 21, after
I got out of college, I went into law
enforcement. They don’t give badges
and guns to people who talk to dead
people, so I didn’t mention it.”
After working as a police officer
and in undercover narcotics, Allen
shifted his career to IT work, until he
called in as a guest psychic on a radio show in New York City. Deering,
who was scheduled as a guest the following week, overheard Allen’s show
and decided to call him.
“We had a long, six-hour conversation that night about what she’s
experienced in her life, and what
I’ve experienced in mine,” Allen
said. “The next week we did a show
together. We were scheduled for an

“

At age 21, after I got out of college, I went into law
enforcement. They don’t give badges and guns to people
who talk to dead people, so I didn’t mention it.”
Geoffrey Allen, psychic medium

hour. We wound up going for three
hours. … The phone was ringing off
the hook. People liked being able to
call in and pick a psychic. After, I
called the host and I said, ‘You don’t
get me back unless you get her back.’”
Since then the two have been a
medium-duo, offering readings together in addition to taking their
own separate clients. Allen has even
documented his thoughts on connecting with the dead and how his
situation could potentially be explained in a more rational manner
in his recent book So You Wanna
be a Psychic? His book is sold at the
Kenyon Bookstore, and offers his
perspective on psychic phenomena
— his doubts, his search for an explanation for paranormal activity,
and his experiences as a medium.
The couple currently resides in
Mount Vernon, but have met with a
slew of clients from around the area
— both in individual sessions, running at $50 per half hour, and group
presentations at venues such as Sips!
Coffee House and Deli in downtown
Mount Vernon. Aside from sessions,
Allen hosts a radio show on www.

WLOR.net Wednesday nights at 11
p.m. called The Median Medium
Show.
In individual sessions, Allen and
Deering meet with a client one-onone, and try to get in touch with
paranormal presences accompanying the client. Then, they share what
the spirit is trying to communicate.
Allen said he tries to offer specific
validations during these sessions. “I
want to go, ‘OK this is your uncle
Fred, he died in April 8 to 10 years
ago, he was a construction worker,
he chewed tobacco,” he said. Group
sessions are similar, with Allen and
Deering doing readings for the group
one at a time.
Owner of Sips! Coffee House
and Deli, Russ McGibney said these
events have been popular in the community. “We’ve done several dinners
here, where [Deering] had started
just doing readings at the table,” he
said. “Then Geoff came into the picture, so we expanded, and brought
him on board. … There was a radio
program that they were involved
with … [and] they would do live
broadcasts.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF GEOFFREY ALLEN

Geoffrey Allen and his wife, Beth Deering, do psychic readings in town.
McGibney also admits he’s been
impressed by the pair’s readings.
“Some of the stuff Geoff comes up
with is so spot-on,” he said.
However, the two don’t simply
do readings. Deering has been asked
to be present at the hospital beds of
the terminally ill, “as they’re crossing
over,” she said. “I see what they’re experiencing. I’ve seen heaven, I’ve seen
Jesus Christ.” She also works on homicide cases as a paranormal investigator with local law enforcement in
situations where a space is believed to
be haunted, or as a connection with
deceased parties.
Allen explained Deering prefers
to gain a better understanding of the

deceased and share their perspective
with the living, while what he really
enjoys is helping the living reach closure. “She likes to be the mouth of
the entity,” Allen said, “and I’m more
with the living. I want to bring healing to the living and she wants to
bring healing to the dead.”
That said, one of Deering’s close
friends, Mount Vernon resident Connie Zollars, has witnessed over 20 of
Deering’s readings, and summed up
the experience with one word: “delight.” She added, “What can I say,
you can feel the heaviness around
them, and once she’s done there’s a
lightness to them, … especially with
people who have lost children.”

Local Kenyon alumnae are playing their cards right

“

JULIA PLOTTEL
STAFF WRITER

Founder of the Kenyon Review John Crowe Ransom’s
fondness for card games lives
on in his granddaughter, Liz
Forman ’73, who has been
holding card games in her
home on Tuesday nights for
the past 30 years. “It started
with good friends, people who
worked together, who liked to
play cards and get together,”
Forman said. “You get to know
people.” Forman was a member of Kenyon’s first co-ed
graduating class, and worked
in the Admissions Office for
many years.
Every Tuesday evening
around 7 p.m., eight or nine
women gather in Forman’s
home, all seated around a large
rectangular table. Sometimes
there are more women present, sometimes fewer, but they
meet regardless. The foundation for the card group “[came]
out of the tradition that John
Crowe Ransom helped to establish,” according to Professor
of English and long time card
club attendee Adele Davidson
’75. “He was very interested in

It’s about the people that you’re getting together with, the tradition of making one’s own
fun and enjoying the friendships that come
out of it.”
Adele Davidson ’75, Professor of English

HENRI GENDREAU | COLLEGIAN

Davidson (bottom left), Forman (top right) and Ryan-Lozon (left of Forman) with card club.
games of all kinds,” which is an
interest Ransom clearly passed
on to his granddaughter, Liz.
When Forman and Davidson were students at Kenyon, bridge tournaments were
very popular. As the women
grew older and settled down in
Gambier, it was only natural to
continue the tradition. “It was
a way to be introduced into a
part of the Kenyon community that you know about but
don’t really see as a student,”
Forman said of the group,
which is made up of alumnae
and other Gambier residents.
The card group became a way

of forging new friendships and
facilitating the transition from
student life into adulthood.
Davidson first heard about
the group after being hired as
an English professor at Kenyon. She became friendly
with Forman and through the
group met other women from
the Gambier community, such
as Project Research Analyst
Sara McElroy ’73, who works
in Development; Coordinator
of Alumni Admissions Volunteers Alice Straus ’75, who
works in Admissions; and Betsy Herr, who runs the Gambier
House Bed and Breakfast. The

group is composed of “some
longtime members of the Kenyon community, women in
their 70s who have spent a lifetime in Gambier,” Davidson
said. They may have originally
come with their husbands or as
faculty but went on to develop
“their own niche in Gambier.”
Tuesday nights were originally set aside for the group
to convene because “on Tuesdays nobody was scheduled to
work,” Forman said. The group
became a way for the women
to touch base with each other and catch up on what had
been going on in their respec-

tive lives. It became their own
community within the larger
Kenyon sphere. Davidson said
a reason for the group’s longevity concerns Kenyon itself.
“Going to school in a tiny town
in the middle of nowhere, you
create your own fun with simple pleasures like cards,” she
said. “It is a broader tradition
in the community. It’s about
the people that you’re getting
together with, the tradition
of making one’s own fun and
enjoying the friendships that
come out of it.”
Not only has the group
been carrying on for three
decades, but it has also come
to include four generations of
women. Stella Ryan-Lozon
’13 takes the title as youngest
member of the card group. After graduating, Ryan-Lozon
moved into Forman’s house
and started working for the
Kenyon Review full-time. It

was then that Forman invited
Ryan-Lozon to join the weekly
meetings. At first Ryan-Lozon
was intimidated. She was in
the midst of transitioning
from being a student resident
of Gambier to being an adult
resident, and she didn’t know
what to expect. However, everyone was very welcoming,
and now Ryan-Lozon is a
regular member. “It’s nice to
have another group of friends,”
Ryan-Lozon said. “You can ask
a baking question, a car question, a taxes question and these
women will have the answer.”
Thus the card group lives
on, their weekly meetings
much more than just a casual
game of cards. It’s a “different
kind of news,” Forman said.
“It’s a way of finding out about
the world, … a way for a community to get knowledge about
itself out there. It’s about bonding and meeting new people.”
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Salamanca, Spain

ALEX PIJANOWSKI
CONTRIBUTOR

Running late for my train
from Madrid to Cádiz on a
Friday in February, I mistakenly entered the wrong
train car, only to find after
the doors shut that I would
not be able to reach my seat.
Thankfully, I struck up a
quick friendship with a large
group of costumed, enthusiastic and moderately inebriated Spanish citizens by
regaling them with stories of
my upbringing in the midwestern United States. What
could have been a very stressful four hours became a truly
edifying cultural experience,
and demonstrated to me the
gregariousness of the Spanish
people.
At this point, I am more
than halfway through my
stay in Salamanca, Spain.
Salamanca combines the excitement of a modern Spanish city with the awe and
wonder of one of the oldest universities in the world.
Founded in 1218, the University of Salamanca is the oldest
in Spain, and the third-oldest
in Europe — this set in when
I saw a banner advertising the

“

Salamanca combines the excitement of a
modern Spanish city with the awe and wonder
of one of the oldest universities in the world.”

University’s “800 Years of Excellence.” On my walk home,
which generally lasts about
20 minutes, I experience architecture spanning the 15th
through the 21st centuries.
As I pace the streets that lead
back to the magnificent Plaza
Mayor, I am routinely struck
by the thought that more of
the people who have walked
past these ancient walls as I
do now are dead rather than
alive. Only 10 minutes later,
however, I await the signal
to cross a six-lane street, and
buildings of a height rivaling
Caples block my view of the
cathedral, my primary reference point when I get lost.
Meals are regimented in
Spain, and I am still adjusting to this. Breakfast is light;
usually, two pieces of toast,
a piece of fruit and a cup of
tea. The midday meal at 2
p.m. is the most extensive
meal of the day, with multiple courses. Finally, la cena,
the final meal of the day, is
late and light — usually, soup
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and bread around nine in the
evening. The gap between
breakfast and the midday
meal can sometimes be challenging, given how small a
meal breakfast is. Thankfully, there is no shortage of cafés if hunger strikes between
meals.
The nightlife here is vibrant; the number of cafés,
clubs and bars drowns the
number of options in Gambier. It is exciting to have so
many interesting options for
a weekend night, but I do also
miss an environment where
it is always likely I will see
people I know on the weekend. Also, students here begin partying later — around
one or two in the morning —
and stay out until daybreak.
Indeed, I have found that the
safest time to return home after a night out is around five
in the morning, as many students are also walking home
at that time. One other aspect of the nightlife I did not
expect is the prevalence of

Senior Class Total:

42

COURTESY OF ALEX PIJANOWSKI

Alex Pijanowski ’16 poses in Ciudad Rodrigo in Salamanca, Spain, where he is studying Spanish literature.
American music at bars and
clubs, although I was pleased
to find that Enrique Iglesias’
“Bailando” — one of my recent favorites — is a staple
here.
On my Cádiz trip, I had a
chance to see another aspect
of Spanish culture. Leading
up to Ash Wednesday, most
major Spanish cities hold a
Carnaval celebration, and
Cádiz has one of the more
extravagant ones. In Cádiz,
Carnaval is a bit like Halloween, because almost everyone
dresses up, except that it lasts

Junior Class Total:

44

for about a week, and those
who go about in the streets
are somewhat more rambunctious. There were also
fireworks on Saturday night.
Carnaval in Cádiz is certainly not for the weak of heart.
I am also trying to absorb
as much as possible of the literature here, since one of my
majors is in Spanish literature. The number of bookstores poses a threat to my
bank account balance, and
the library is in a former palace. The list of great writers
who have been involved with

the University of Salamanca
includes Cervantes, the author of Don Quijote, and Unamuno, the foremost Spanish
man of letters of the 20th century. It is still possible to visit
the garden meeting-place of
the lovers Calisto and Melibea from the Renaissance
drama La Celestina, or to
sit by the banks of the River
Tormes and read Lazarillo de
Tormes, the first picaresque
novel. In short, there is perhaps no more ideal place in
the world to study Spanish
literature than Salamanca.

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

38

40

Answer

Rachel Kaplan ’15

Meg Thornberry ’16

Brian Pragacz ’17

Emily Bernstein ’18

Racist chants at which University
of Oklahoma fraternity resulted
in the expulsion of two students?

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

SAE

SAE

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

SAE

What did the Kenyon Admissions
Office announce this past Friday?

Offers of admission to
the Class of 2019

Acceptance letter for
the new class

The next class’s
acceptance letters

Acceptance letters for
the Class of 2019

The Class of 2019

I don’t know

Kim Kardashian
and Oprah

Tia and Tamera Mowry

Michelle Obama and
Bellamy Young

Total solar eclipse

Solar eclipse on the
spring equinox

Total solar eclipse

Total solar eclipse

3

3

3

3

Two weeks ago, Ellen DeGeneres
Michelle Obama and
tweeted a selfie of herself and
Bellamy Young
these two other famous women.
What astronomical event
happened this past Friday?

Total solar eclipse
Weekly Scores
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ELANA SPIVACK AND BAILEY BLAKER | COLLEGIAN STAFF

Elena ANATCHKOVA
Home

THE SENIOR STUDIO ART MAJORS HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY EACH SPRING TO SHOWCASE A
FINAL PROJECT IN AN EXHIBITION AT THE GUND
GALLERY. THE MIX OF STYLES AND PERSPECTIVES CREATES A MELTING POT OF WORK; NO
TWO PIECES ARE ALIKE. THE FIRST PART OF THE
EXHIBITION WILL BE ON DISPLAY UNTIL SATURDAY, MARCH 28. THE SECOND PART OF THE EXHIBITION WILL RUN FROM APRIL 1 TO APRIL 10.

Against a picturesque background of mountain scenery, a collection of wooden figures stand together. The oil-landscape
backdrop makes the figures stand out. Anatchkova plays with
our emotional perception of place and nature through the relationship between the figure and surrounding mountains. “I have
always been inclined to combine the landscape with the human
form, because I feel that when you have that living element in
a scene it makes it completely different,” Anatchkova said. “I
want the audience to relate to the sculptures and feel immersed
in that scene, and help them understand themselves better.”

“This is very personal,” Burger said. “It’s about how society
tends to dichotomize identity like wealth and home. … While
being at Kenyon, I’ve learned that words like home and wealth
occur on a spectrum.” Inspired by a kindergarten art assignment that asked her to draw home, Burger’s installation raises
the question of what it means to truly be at home. Consisting of
125 empty plywood houses, the collection is placed on shelves
lining the walls and the gallery floor. The varying sizes of the
houses and their gray and gold hues suggest that the idea of
“home” is not as straightforward as we think it is.

CAROLINE DEL GIUDICE
PRESENT

GRACE JANZOW
GIVEN OUR HISTORY

Kraus’s Copper still-life paintings repurposes disposed copper.
Kraus, an environmental studies concentrator, made wire sculptures out of copper that she salvaged from a local junkyard. She
then projected the sculptures onto a canvas and painted the
shadow projections in different colors. “Each color was chosen
from a different landscape the material might have interacted
with,” she said. The meticulously detailed paintings have a sense
of life to them — some resemble veins, and others even appear to
shudder with motion. Kraus has repurposed this apparently
obsolete material for the sake of art.

TESS MATTHEWS
IMPRESSIONS

Lily Burger YOU WEREN'T HOME
but i loved you ANYWAY

In Past, Present, Future, Del Giudice defies the inflexibility expected from steel. By playing with the conventions of steel as
a medium, Del Giudice creates a flowing and natural quality to
the rigid metal. The installation includes three large steel sculptures that work together to communicate a sense of motion that
questions the limits of a medium. “I hope people will look at it
and appreciate that this is such a different use for steel as a
material,” Del Giudice said.

AS IF THEY WERE A SteadINESS of days

TAYLOR SWEENEy FLAG

AMBER KRAUS
copper

Malcolm Gladwell tells us it takes less than two seconds for a
person to form a first impression of a stranger. Matthews explores
this concept through her collection of portraits meant to portray
her experiences meeting strangers for the first time. “They’re all
... blind contour drawings because I really wanted to get the immediacy down,” Matthews said. “I wasn’t taking my pencil off the
page and I wasn’t really looking down.” The quick sketches, set in
wooden blocks, create tension between fleeting first impressions
and a sense of permanence.

Popovich tries to portray and reconcile her experiences with anxiety through her Drive series, a collection of sculptural digital photography. On long drives she would make plain line drawings, letting the bumps and turns of the ride direct her hand on the page.
She then scanned the drawings into Adobe Illustrator and used a
robotic blade to cut out the drawings — a process that took about
half an hour each. Gund Gallery Assistant Director Chris Yates detailed the work behind the installation. “I showed [Popovich] how
to wire the electric plugs and she did it,” Yates said. “She had no
hesitation of taking on the challenge.”

“I just really want people to be intrigued by the visuals ... and to connect with the landscapes and to project their own experiences with
landscapes onto the art itself,” Domal said. A dreamy quality is at
the core of Domal’s work. Cloudy hues create a sense of vagueness
within the digital print series — when looking at the prints, you get a
sense of the winter landscape Domal used as inspiration without any
concrete definition or lines. The pieces work together to both confuse
and engage the audience.
SARABETH DOMAL TO MAKE lAYERS I

Vibrant female faces are the subject of Janzow’s portrait series.
The use of ruddy, reddish hues and deep blues within each separate portrait works to unite the series. Each face is significant in regard to the ultimate goal of the project: to explore the female identity at Kenyon. The portrait series is accompanied by quotes taken
from interviews Janzow conducted with various Kenyon alumnae.
“I learned [through the process] that Kenyon women are more
similar than we think that we are, and I think that in spite of the fact
that we have made great strides in gender equality at Kenyon and
beyond, I think that there are a lot of subtle changes to be made,”
Janzow said. “We still have a lot of work to do.”

CLAIRE POPOVICH
DRIVE

Sweeney creates magic from mundanity. He has shredded
three tarps and transformed them into three distinct pieces.
Sweeney is familiar with tarp both visually and physically, because he has worked with it for odd jobs and because it’s a
multi-purpose material. “Its use is so pervasive and versatile,”
he said. In his piece he wanted to explore the various ways he
could manipulate the material while referencing its original purpose. For example, shreds of tarp hang on the wall, creating
the illusion of a waterfall; tarp might actually be used as shelter
from, say, a torrential downpour.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

2020 Plan’s vision
is blurry
Over spring break, a draft of President
Sean Decatur’s 2020 Plan was released online. The nearly seven-page document is the
product of a year of discussions led by Decatur with students, faculty and staff, and serves
as the first step toward a purportedly better Kenyon by the year 2020. While the plan
places emphasis on diversity, community
and student experiences with such words as
“collaborate,” “integrate” and “strengthen,”
it does not say who will be acting out these
verbs. The Collegian is aware that the plan is a
draft, but we wish it painted a clearer picture
of what exactly will be done to build a better Kenyon. How long will it be before Ascension Hall is fitted with an elevator? When will
the amount of financial aid available increase
and how will that happen? What is in consideration for the College’s next housing project?
In an interview with the Collegian this
week, Decatur emphasized that the plan is
to be used more as a roadmap, guiding and
prioritizing future plans, than actually getting the ball rolling on them. But given that
the plan took a year to draft, how much can
get done in slightly fewer than five years?
Granted, the reason the draft took so long is
because of the diligent effort Decatur made to
consult with so many members of the community. The community, however, has not
held up its end of that bargain. At a forum
held by Decatur this past Tuesday night, only
six people, all students, were in attendance,
including the Collegian reporter writing the
2020 article for this issue. If we want specific
changes to be made — if we want our voices
to be heard — we have to do our part.
Does the plan sufficiently excite the community? It isn’t fair to ask us to get excited
about a plan we don’t understand. Many initiatives suggested by the plan are steps in the
right direction for Kenyon. Our lack of diversity, both economic and racial, is an issue
that must be corrected if we want to have a
student body that reflects our world. Similarly, taking a step in the practical direction
and upping our career development game is
smart for everyone. We appreciate, too, that
the plan explicitly prioritizes maintaining
the aspects of liberal arts culture that make
us, in the draft’s words, “question and reflect
upon one’s place in the universe.” We’d like
to question and reflect upon this 2020 plan
draft more productively, but don’t feel there’s
enough concrete to go on.

The Kenyon Collegian welcomes your opinions
@Kenyon_Opinions. Share your thoughts: #QuickComplaints.
Write to us! Submit letters to the editor at
kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.

EDITORIAL ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION BY CHANDLER DAVIS

Op-ed column misportrays Baehr’s views
ADAM RUBENSTEIN
CONTRIBUTOR

I read Muhammed Asad
Hansrod’s article (“Islamophobia Persists”) in the February 26,
2015 Collegian with great interest. He begins with an anecdote
that starts with, “A white man
once explained to me.” I should
have stopped reading there.
Hansrod actually writes an essay
purporting to be about prejudice in others by demonstrating his own prejudice in his first
sentence. Since we can all agree
that racism, religious prejudice
and ethnocentrism exist among
all races, colors and creeds, attempting to particularize antiIslamic prejudice to Caucasians
is dishonest. Black and Asian
people can be anti-Christian or
anti-Islamic (see, Boko Haram
and Burmese Buddhists), and
pretty much every race and ethnic type has displayed anti-Semitism. So spare our community
the “a white man once explained
to me” sanctimony. Attributing
racism or religious prejudice to a

“

Hansrod cannot argue with what [Richard]
Baehr writes or says, or identify a single fact to dispute, so he attacks other writers in cyberspace who
publish on the same platform.”

particular skin color is a form of
willful blindness.
As far as the argument that
Hansrod was silent once before,
but this latest “outrage” is too
much of a provocation, let’s get
down to the facts on what Richard Baehr ’69 actually said, not
what Hansrod wished he had
said to make his preconceived
argument easier. How could
Hansrod know what Baehr said?
He wasn’t even in attendance.
Those who were there will note
that. Baehr made cogent, factbased arguments, not appeals
to passion and prejudice lacking in content. At no point during his discussion did he claim
that Israel was the only “successful” nation in the Middle
East because it was not Muslim.
He pointed out its success as the
only functioning democratic
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state in an oppressive, Muslimmajoritarian Middle East.
Hansrod then goes on to attack an online magazine to
which Baehr contributes, because he disagrees with other
writers’ opinions. How is it logical to censure Baehr for articles
others wrote? I imagine that
logic would prevent me from
writing for the Collegian as I
should not want to be identified as a contributor to the same
journal as Mr. Hansrod. The
analogy is so close it speaks volumes. Hansrod cannot argue
with what Baehr writes or says,
or identify a single fact to dispute, so he attacks other writers in cyberspace who publish
on the same platform, conflating their opinions with Baehr’s. I
could spend a few paragraphs attacking him for what others have

written in the Collegian, but that
would be unfair, wouldn’t it?
Had Hansrod even read the
banner of The American Thinker, he would have noted that
Baehr is a political correspondent, and neither the publisher
nor the owner of The American
Thinker. He writes political articles for an online journal. There
is no indication he edits or has
any authority to edit the writings of others. No doubt, given
Hansrod’s column on Baehr,
that his view of journalism includes the responsibility of every
journalist to abandon or boycott
publications that publish ideas
noxious to them. Practical? No,
of course not. Logical? You decide.
Hansrod should apologize
for his prejudice, his dishonesty and his malicious attempt to
mislead members of our community.
Adam Rubenstein ’17 is a political science major from Randolph, N.J. He can be contacted
at rubensteina@kenyon.edu.
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Senior exercise should remain annual Gund exhibition

“

[T]he gallery’s
endeavors to bring in
more visitors than just
those from Gambier is
a good goal. However,
it should not happen at the expense of
Kenyon students. ”

CELINE AENLLE-ROCHA
AND CAROLINE DEL GIUDICE
CONTRIBUTORS

There are rumors circulating around campus,
especially within the studio art department, that
the Gund Gallery has
plans to change the parameters of the senior exhibition in future years.
We cannot speak to the
validity of these accusations, but rather can discuss reactions of art majors, faculty and other
students. We should begin by emphasizing the
importance of senior exercises: these projects are
something each senior art
major begins to imagine
and plan as soon as he or
she declares his or her major. Like all seniors working on comps, art majors
spend hundreds of hours
brainstorming
ideas,
stressing out over problems and executing their
projects. There is an enormous emphasis put on the
senior exercise and there
is a lot of pressure to create
a project that is the pinnacle of one’s work at Kenyon, something professional and gallery-quality.
It makes sense, then, that
their work be displayed in
the art gallery on campus,
as it offers them the opportunity to show their
pieces in the best possible
atmosphere and it makes

NICHOLAS ANANIA

the show accessible to everyone on campus. Every
year the senior exhibition
and professors’ work draw
hundreds of visitors to the
gallery, especially people
who would not otherwise
visit the exhibits on display.
The senior exhibition,
including installation and
deinstallation, lasts less
than a month and takes
up less than half the gallery space. Despite this,
the gallery instead recommends the senior exhibition be held at least in part
in “satellite spaces” across
campus, and further that
a “best of ” show of senior work be held during
graduation weekend. This
defeats the purpose of the

senior exercise because
art majors prepare something complete and professional and participate
in every step from the
preliminary sketching to
the final lighting. Shows
in multiple, less-formal
locations will make it impossible to create an event
to collectively showcase
everyone’s comprehensive
work which they develop
together. Other locations
would not necessarily be
professional-level spaces
with security, appropriate space and lighting. A
“best of ” show would limit each senior to one piece
of their work by diminishing the effort and intention involved in creating
the Senior Exercise, which

involves a series of pieces
or large installations that
show conceptual motivations and aesthetic progression. Senior art majors achieve enormous
accomplishments
and
want to share them with
the Kenyon community
as well as their families,
many of whom come from
all over the country to see
the exhibit. To take away
this opportunity would be
an incredible disservice
to the studio art department, its students and the
gallery itself.
Art majors or not, we
try to be supportive of our
friends who have their
artwork showcased on
campus. The senior exercise is a defining feature

of our last year at Kenyon
and the art majors deserve
to have their hard work
displayed in Kenyon’s art
museum. It’s great that
the Gund Gallery brings
in exhibits from outside
Kenyon — visiting artists
bring new inspiration and
artistic variety to a hilltop
that can often seem isolated and hard to reach.
It’s always a good idea to
strive for growth and development, and the gallery’s endeavors to bring
in more visitors than just
those from Gambier is
a good goal. However, it
should not happen at the
expense of Kenyon students, as they are the ones
who best create, nurture
and advertise the creative

environment on campus.
Most of us haven’t attended every or even most
of the Gund Gallery’s exhibitions, but Kenyon
students might be more
likely to attend student
installations to support
their peers. The senior installations are immensely
popular among students
and faculty and this can
only benefit the gallery’s
efforts to bring in more
visitors. Continuing to
showcase senior exercises
adds to the inclusive nature of the Kenyon community and brings more
students, studio art majors and others, together
in appreciation of art and
culture.
Celine Aenlle-Rocha ’15
is a Spanish/English double major from La Cañada
Flintridge, Calif. Contact
her at aenllerochac@kenyon.edu. Caroline Del Giudice ’15 is an anthropology and studio art double
major from Denver, Co.
Contact her at delgiudicec@kenyon.edu.

Emphasizing outside artists is true to gallery’s mission
Trustee David Horvitz ’74 believes gallery’s priority lies in showcasing non-student artwork.
DAVID HORVITZ
CONTRIBUTOR

Before addressing the issues
concerning student exhibitions
in the Gund Gallery, I wanted
to say that I am tremendously
proud of what the gallery has
accomplished in a few short
years. It has raised the profile
of visual arts at Kenyon. It has
had tangible benefits for admissions. It has helped in the
recruitment of faculty and
staff. It has raised the profile
of the College worldwide. The
Gund Gallery is already recognized as one of the leading college teaching and learning museums nationally. The gallery
has become a gathering place
for faculty, students and the
community at large. Gallery
exhibitions and programming
are extremely popular and are
being recognized far beyond
Gambier and Mount Vernon.
The Gund Associates program
is being copied by other insti-

tutions. All of this together has
been transformational for the
liberal arts experience of Kenyon College students. Remarkable, really.
Up until three years ago and
for most of Kenyon’s existence,
the visual arts were relegated
to inadequate facilities (that’s
an extraordinary understatement) and were really not a
priority of the College except
for a small, passionate group
of faculty and students. For the
rest of the students, the rest of
the faculty, the administration
and the community at large,
visual arts were not an area
of focus. Kenyon had a minimal collection and no place to
show it except for a makeshift
gallery in Olin. Curated exhibitions and exhibitions borrowed from other institutions
were virtually nonexistent.
Faculty seldom, if ever, taught
from objects. Now, faculty are
creating new and exciting ways
to use art to make their points

“

While students can be and often are good artists ...
the art I believe we should show and create programming around is the best art from the 20th and 21st
centuries.”

and help students use the creative process in different ways
to solve problems in fields as
diverse as sociology and physics. Students are now having
their lives changed by intense
engagement with the works
themselves.
From its very beginning this
new museum/gallery was to be
used as a resource for all students at the College. An investment like this would only be
made if it would benefit the entirety of Kenyon College. There
is another building on campus
that focuses on studio art, one
that I am proud to have been
a part of. While students can
be and often are good artists,
and with time and experience
may even become great artists, the art I believe we should
show and create programming
around is the best art from
the 20th and 21st centuries.

These are works culled from
our growing and extraordinary collection of world-class
modern and contemporary art,
exhibitions the staff mounts or
exhibitions the staff borrows,
all of which are intended to
benefit the entire liberal arts
experience. This is the mission
of the Gund Gallery.
The Gund Gallery has a limited number of days in the year
where it can use its resources
to fulfill its mission, where
students, where faculty and
where the community can experience this close-up relationship with the art and where
faculty can use this art in their
curricula. If significant space
and time are taken away from
this opportunity, space and
time that will benefit only a
very small part of the student
body, the result will be an underutilization of this resource.

For the reasons set forth above,
very few of the best college or
university art museums in the
country have student exhibitions in their main galleries.
Oberlin does not have them.
Williams does not have them.
Bowdoin does not have them.
The Tang Museum at Skidmore only shows student art
beginning in May and ending
at Commencement.
However, Kenyon has a history of providing exhibitions
of senior student exercises.
Gund Gallery, working with
the administration and with
faculty, has creatively devised
a way to accommodate this
history while still allowing the
Gallery to fulfill its fundamental mission to the entire Kenyon community. I applaud the
efforts of the director, the provost and the president in creating this accommodation where
everyone wins.
David Horvitz ’74 is a member of the Board of Trustees. He
is chairman of WLD Enterprises Inc. in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
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Alumnus mentors LGBT students for successful change
Kevin Pattison ’96 invites interested students
to practice what they preach after graduation.
KEVIN PATTISON
CONTRIBUTOR

I have always been passionate about social justice
and change. Kenyon provided me a place to cut my teeth
on these weighty academic
topics. My experience of Kenyon in the mid-1990s, however, was that it wasn’t always
a diverse, inclusive place. As
an LGBT student, there were
times I struggled to bring my
whole self to my learning.
Several professors, however, helped bridge a divide between academics and identity.
Professor Emerita of English
Judy Smith’s course on Representations of the Body in Literature, an independent study
with current Board of Religious and Spiritual Life Director Liz Keeney on Identity
in America and Professor of
English Ted Mason’s Configurations of Race in 19th-Century Literature allowed me
to explore themes that would
become central to my work in

educational equity and identity. They were also part of
what led me to join Teach For
America in 1997. I knew the
classroom could be a space for
powerful growth and exploration for our students.
I spent 13 years living out
this commitment as a teacher,
instructional coach and administrator in Oakland, Calif.
In the back of my mind, however, I always wanted to tackle
work to create equitable opportunities for LGBT youth
and schools where all students
feel they belong, feel a sense
of relevance and succeed.
The American Psychological Association estimates that
LGBT students drop out or
are pushed out of high school
at three times the national average. LGBT youth represent
as much as 42 percent of the
homeless youth population,
according to “LGBT Youth in
America’s Schools.” For LGBT
students whose identities live
at the intersections of racism,
poverty and sexism, these

challenges can be particularly acute. That said, LGBT
youth also have a long history of demonstrating great
strength and perseverance.
I’ve seen it first-hand: when
we care deeply about students,
set high expectations, adopt a
strengths-based perspective
and provide support, we can
dramatically alter paths to
opportunity and choice.
Over the last few years I
have been working to change
statistics for LGBT students
in Tulsa, Okla. I’ve worked
from the ground up: securing
funding, forming an advisory
group of regional leaders and
building partnerships with
school districts and community-based organizations.
Through these partnerships, we launched a city-wide
Educational Equity Kick-Off,
uniting district, business
and community organization leaders in support of equity for all. We coordinated
a training for educators of
school staff on supporting
LGBT students. We coordinated a youth leadership retreat for students active in

Baehr wrongly maligned
Mutual respect is a more desirable option than outrage.
FRED BAUMANN
CONTRIBUTOR

Enough is enough and
too much is plenty. Recently,
Richard Baehr ’69, a graduate
and former trustee of Kenyon
and a defender of Israel, was
smeared in the Collegian (“Islamophobia Persists,” Feb. 26)
as guilty of “Islamophobia.” It
was said that he had painted
the “global community” of
Islam with a “dehumanizing
brush.” The charge was based
on a double falsehood. One
was implicit, namely that the
writer had heard the lecture,
when, as I understand it, he
had attended another event
at the same time. The other
was explicit, for Baehr did
not say what the writer said
Baehr had said. This misrepresentation was also the
sole citation from the talk
and the sole evidence for the
charge. Beyond these falsehoods, Baehr was smeared
by association with others,
for things he hadn’t written
or edited. Further, the author
tries to whip up “outrage” in
the community.
An isolated incident?
Alas, not. For years there
has been a repeated pattern
at Kenyon of smear tactics
used against conservatives,
or supporters of Israel. When
American Enterprise Institute scholar Charles Murray
came to give a very fine and

“

In a ‘true learning community,’ unsaid
words are not put into the mouths of opponents, and they are not smeared or freely
called names.”

well-received talk on class
differences in America, he
was preemptively smeared as
a racist who should not have
been invited. Before that,
the great historian Bernard
Lewis was smeared as an Islamophobe.
Neoconservatives have
been accused with that broad
“dehumanizing brush,” to
borrow a phrase, of being
Islamophobes. The philosopher Leo Strauss and those of
us influenced by him here at
Kenyon have been smeared
as well. The suggestion was
made that perhaps our firstyear course, The Quest for
Justice, shouldn’t be as popular as it is. (Other examples
could be provided.) The
point of all this rather shameful name-calling is pretty
obvious. On the one hand, it
serves to intimidate anyone
who disagrees with the progressive orthodoxy. On the
other, and more importantly,
it seeks to intimidate anyone
(and here mostly students)
who might want to keep an
open mind. They are told
from the outset that these are
bad people or not worth listening to, and the implication

is that if you are persuaded by
them you too will be in bad
repute as a “conservative,” or
“racist” or “Islamophobe.”
Very recently, after a controversial anti-Israel lecturer
was received without incident, one of the lecturer’s enthusiastic supporters praised
Kenyon for its good behavior
by calling it “a true learning
community.” I would like to
suggest that we still have a
ways to go. In a “true learning
community,” unsaid words
are not put into the mouths
of opponents, and they are
not smeared or freely called
names, however ideologically
fashionable. It’s time for this
to stop. And it is time for the
“silent majority” of this community, which has, for the
past decade or so, appeared
either to enjoy the show or to
turn away from it in civilized
disdain, to speak up and join
in saying that this must stop.
Understand: I am not calling
for outrage. I am calling for
mutual respect.
Fred Baumann is a professor of political science. Contact him at baumann@kenyon.edu.

“

Make no mistake; the work can be hard. It’s not for
everyone. I’ve had to hold the line on unpopular decisions because they were in the best interest of students.
I’ve had to tap into reservoirs of hope, care, perseverance and humility.”

their school’s diversity club/
GSA, an event that now takes
place twice a year. Although
only the beginning of what it
will take to achieve equity for
LGBT students, particularly
those growing up in poverty,
we are helping to move educational equity forward in purposeful ways.
Make no mistake; the work
can be hard. It’s not for everyone. I’ve had to hold the
line on unpopular decisions
because they were in the best
interest of students. I’ve had
to tap into reservoirs of hope,
care, perseverance and humility. I’ve fallen short of goals.
When I did, I learned what I
could from it and recommitted myself. Knowing what is
at stake and what my students
and families deserve fuel my
conviction.
If you share a passion for

the promise of education and
ensuring all youth — regardless of sexual identity, gender
identity, race, income, gender,
ability, etc. — get an equal
shot at opportunity, I hope
you’ll join us in this work.
There are many pathways
into it. Choose one that works
for you. The passions you’ve
fostered at Kenyon through
classes, student organizations
and community involvement
position you well to make an
impact. Together, we can advance meaningful change and
reveal the power and potential
of all young people.
Kevin Pattison ’96, a Teach
For America–Bay Area alumnus, is now a consultant working with Tulsa Reaches Out
and other organizations to expand opportunities for LGBT
students.

Foodies: opportunity Knox
CHARLOTTE GRAHAM
CONTRIBUTOR

What exactly does local
food mean for us here in Knox
County, surrounded by Amish
farms and an hour away from
the nearest Whole Foods? For
me, the main benefits of buying
and eating food that’s grown or
produced locally are simple: I
can get food that’s fresher, and
I get to spend my money in my
own community.
In our society, the biggest
challenge for people who want
to buy more local food is that
there’s no longer much infrastructure for that kind of grocery-shopping in our national,
industrialized food system. It
is becoming increasingly hard
for small-scale producers to
find places to sell their food and
for consumers to buy it. There
are eight proper grocery stores
in Knox County that serve our
population of over 60,000. To
meet that demand, stores like
Kroger and Walmart need to
source much larger quantities
of food than most farmers in
our area can supply. That food
generally comes from far away,
meaning that the produce is
harvested long before it’s ripe,
which lengthens its shelf life but
really decreases its nutrients. As
a result, small producers here
in central Ohio have to get creative about getting their food
onto people’s tables.
Luckily for us at Kenyon,
there are still places to buy local food in our area without too

KELSEY OVERBEY

much
trouble.
The first place to
check out is the Village
Market, where you can
buy local milk from Smith’s or
Hartzler’s, local Minerva butter,
eggs from the Helts, meat from
the Rickards, sourdough bread
from former Assistant Professor of Drama Andrew Reinert,
other good stuff. Mount Vernon has more to offer when
it’s warmer out, but Harvest at
the Woodward, on South Main
St., is open year-round and sells
local milk, yogurt, eggs, meat,
squash, root vegetables, grains
and crafts. It’s definitely worth
the trip downtown.
The farmers’ market on
the square will open again at
the beginning of May. It’s the
best place to see the diversity
of food that’s grown and produced here, and it’s a great way
to spend a Saturday morning.
Miller’s Farm Market, at the
fork of Newark Rd. and Martinsburg Rd., is my personal favorite place to get local food in

Mount
Ver non.
The market is
run by a Mennonite
family who grow most of
the produce they sell there on
their farm in the northeastern
part of Knox County. They also
sell fresh bread, deli meats, local jams and dry goods and
flowers. The market opens on
Mother’s Day weekend, so it’s a
great place to stop on your way
out of town for the summer.
It’s our responsibility as
consumers to be conscious of
where our money is going, and
one of the best ways to do that
is to know who grew your food
and where it’s coming from.
Local food — and especially
produce — is not only generally better for you; it also keeps
money in our community so
we can continue to foster a vibrant local food system.
Charlotte Graham ’13 is
the AVI sustainability assistant.
Contact her at grahamc@kenyon.edu.
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EDITOR: ELANA SPIVACK

UPCOMING EVENTS
MARCH 27 | 7:10 P.M.
DANCE /FILM
SCREENING: DANCE @
30FPS

MARCH 27 | 8 P.M.
THEATER
KCDC PRESENTS:
PRINCIPIA ROMANTICA

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
THEATER

HILL THEATER

MARCH 28 | 6 P.M.
FILM
THE YELLOW TICKET
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
THEATER
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MARCH 29 | 7 P.M.
MUSIC
WARNER CONCERT
SERIES:
MIVOS QUARTET
BRANDI RECITAL HALL

Hungry for more, musician grads form Food Collective
ELANA SPIVACK
ARTS EDITOR

Even the most tight-knit of friends
can have a hard time keeping in touch
postgrad. Nicholas Anania ’14, Lily
Zwaan ’14, Mikey Bullister ’14, Dan
Rasch ’14 and Edek Sher ’13 use music to bridge the gap. In postgrad tradition, some of them currently hold
temp jobs at coffee shops and restaurants, which gives allows them wiggle
room for music-making. These graduates have adopted the name Food
Collective and set a monthly goal to
contribute one solo song each. Each
month, Food Collective compiles
these solo songs into a digital album.
While at Kenyon, Rhodes Sabangan ’14 (lead guitar/vocals), Zwaan
(lead vocals/trumpet), Bullister
(backup guitar/drums), Sher (bass),
Marissa Hartman ’14 (bass) and
Anania (backup guitar/vocals) comprised the band French Club, a “fun,
indie, … kind of ska,” band, as Anania described it. Once they scattered
after graduating, French Club had to
geographically disband.
Anania decided to utilize the
fun, funky feel Food had to keep in
touch with his bandmates. Zwaan,
Bullister, Sabangan and Sher moved
in together in Providence, R.I. while

Anania moved to a town south of
San Francisco. The Food Collective
project, which Anania suggested to
his friends in December 2014, was
not only meant to spur the friends to
keep producing music, but it was also
a way for them to support and check
in with each other. The name references their other, laid-back Kenyon
band, Food. Anania said that Food
Collective’s online fanbase consists
mostly of Kenyon students, alumni,
and Facebook friends.
“Our crew is spread out,” Bullister
said. “This is a way to keep in touch.
... I’m definitely finding it hard to
keep being creative and feeling good
about what I’m making [while] trying
to pay for an apartment and figure
out random jobs for the first time.”
Zwaan expressed similar sentiments,
commenting on how the Food Collective project is a remnant of the Kenyon community for her. “We’re all
working on our own music,” she said,
“and I feel just as excited but scattered
as I did at Kenyon. … In the craziness
of postgrad, it’s cool to have something that’s regular, that’s my main
thing for the five days or five minutes
that I actually end up working on it.”
After college, some bands might
try to stick together and find success
as professional musicians, but Food

COURTESY OF NICHOLAS ANANIA

Former French Club, left to right: Anania, Sher, Sabangan, Bullister, Zwaan.
Collective provides more of an outlet for this group of friends. “I take it
pretty seriously but I also don’t take
it seriously at all,” Zwaan said. Zwaan
and Bullister capitalize on subtle,
ironic lyrics and make joke songs.
Zwaan, for instance, has an affinity
for shopping malls. Her artist name
on the mixes is “food court,” and
some of her tracks are “gravel” and
“mall cops.” “mall cops” has a fuzzy
sound quality, and Zwaan inserts
carefree-sounding wordless vocal
melodies as the refrain. The song is
catchy and not over-produced; it does
not take itself too seriously.
The group does not necessarily try
to coordinate styles with each other;

Grad publishes first novel
SAM ROSCHEWSK
STAFF WRITER

“One of the best things
I ever did was let Maryland
eat that deposit, and move
to Gambier,” author Daniel Torday ’00 said regarding his decision to attend
Kenyon rather than University of Maryland. Torday,
now the director of creative
writing at Bryn Mawr College, released his first novel,
Last Flight of Poxl West, on
March 17 through St. Martin’s Press. The book follows
the life of a teen growing up
in the 1980s, and is punctuated by flashbacks to World
War II, the subject of a memoir the protagonist’s uncle
is writing, blurring the lines
between memoir and fiction.
In an NPR interview earlier this week, Torday talked
about how he pulled from
personal experience and
family stories for this novel,
such as his grandfather’s falsified documents to make his
family seem “less Jewish.” He
combined these realistic experiences with fictional ideas.
Though this is his first novel,
he wrote a novella, The Sensualist, which was published

in 2012.
He had been working on
it for nearly eight years prior to publication and saw it
through many phases of his
life, making drastic changes
over the years. For example,
he originally intended the
novel to take place between
the present day and the 1940s,
and later decided to change
COURTESY OF
the setting to the 1980s. The
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
birth of his children in 2007
further complicated his writ- Daniel Torday ’00
ing process. “Getting a two
year old to bed is much harder [and courses],” he said. “One
than writing a novel,” he said. in particular was a course on
Torday was an English the Holocaust with Profesmajor at Kenyon. “My educa- sor [Donald] Rogan, [former
tion at Kenyon is what gave chair of the religious studies
me all the tools I needed to department].” Torday said
do what I do today,” Torday he enjoyed his classes, but
said. Like many students, admitted his favorite part of
he didn’t always believe he Kenyon was poetry readings
would ever make it. “I would offered by Rogan outside of
always do my homework and class that both students and
get increasingly frustrated teachers attended. “A lot of
and think, How will I ever what I learned at Kenyon
write like Melville?” he said. “I happened outside the classeventually figured out that my room and that’s what I loved
writing doesn’t need to sound about it,” Torday said.
like a 19th-century [author’s].”
Torday’s eight-year-long
He also minored in philos- efforts have come to fruition,
ophy and took several history and The Last Flight of Poxl
courses, which helped inspire West and his novella The Senhis work. “I definitely had a sualist are available now in
lot of memorable professors the Kenyon Bookstore.

each solo song speaks for itself and
represents each artist’s distinctive
style. “It’s a mixtape of unique voices, and voices that are trying to find
their voice,” Sher said. He characterized Bullister as “funkadelic” with
an experimental, eclectic style, while
“Lily’s trying really hard to have fun
and make more [music] while having
fun,” he said. “Dan … can really focus and work on details. … He works
a long time on each [song]. Nick …
it’s like he picked up the guitar in a
certain state of mind [and] just recorded it.”
The style and sound produced
also speaks to the individual creative processes for each artist. Anania

keeps his electric guitar in his house
and comes back to it multiple times
each day. “Every time I walk by it, I’ll
just sit down and fiddle around,” he
said. While usually nothing more
than a few fizzling ideas come out,
sometimes he strikes gold. “Like, one
out of 10 times something cool will
just pop out. It just kind of happens,”
he said.
The importance of this project is
that the members are simply creating
something. “It’s a way to try out different processes,” Zwaan said. “You
have to create something in the next
month. See what the thing is that
you come up with in, like, 30 days.”
Anania also said the deadline keeps
them all on their toes, pushing them
to work on something sooner rather
than procrastinate. Still, Zwaan and
Sher laughed that they left their contributions to the last minute.
The beauty of this project is how
it pushes each musician to create and
contribute but in a non-committal
way. Most of the members do not
plan to pursue music as a career, but
Food Collective allows them to keep
it a part of their lives.
Their music can be found at foodcollective.bandcamp.com, and they
released their most recent collection,
Spring Mix, on March 24.

De La Riva crosses borders
BAILEY BLAKER
ARTS ASSISTANT

“So far from God, so close
to the United States” is one line
of the many moving scenes
in Yadira De La Riva’s riveting one-woman show, “One
Journey: Stitching Stories
Across the ‘Mexican-American Border.’” De La Riva
grew up straddled between
two cities, two languages and
two cultures in both El Paso,
Texas and Ciudad Juárez, in
Mexico’s state of Chihuahua.
Her experiences living on the
Mexican-American border
are the driving force behind
many of her artistic projects,
including the performance
she gave in Peirce Pub at 7
p.m. on March 20.
“There are hardly any border stories written by women
of color,” De La Riva said in an
interview with the Collegian,
“In the overall conversation of
immigration and Latinos in
America, I hardly heard any
stories about border people.
… I wanted to participate
in these conversations but I
didn’t know how I fit in.” The
theme of not belonging is essential to the play. De La Riva
used a thin line of masking

“

There are hardly any border stories
written by women of color.”
Yadira De La Riva

tape to symbolize the massive concrete wall that separates Mexico from the U.S.
Multiple times throughout
the performance, De La Riva
straddled this line running
down the middle of the stage,
calling into question what it
means to be “American” and
what it means to be seen as
“other.” De La Riva’s strategic use of Spanglish and her
dynamic physicality on stage
brought the vibrancy of Latina culture to life.
Erika Cuevas ’16 was key
in bringing De La Riva’s act
to Kenyon. Cuevas, a Discrimination Advisor, worked
with the Office of Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion to plan
the event.
“I want [the show] to be a
learning experience for people who aren’t sure or have no
opinion on immigration and
life in the borderlands,” she
said. “I hope [the audience]
will be a little more invested
in the topic and see the compassion in the issue and the

humanity of the people involved.”
Certain points in the narrative, like De La Riva’s comical portrayal of her grandmother, elicited laughter
from the crowd. Other moments, like her depiction of
the violence in Ciudad Juárez,
moved audience members to
tears.
Karen Salas ’18, an attendee, was especially moved
by the play because of her
personal connection to the
borderlands: “I come from a
border town, too,” the Yuma,
Ariz. resident said. “So it was
one of the few events [at Kenyon] that I saw and could say,
‘That’s me, I can identify with
that.’”
Questions of identity, humanity and family were at
the heart of De La Riva’s performance. De La Riva’s next
project will take her to the
Moroccan-Spanish border
to examine its similarities to
other borderlands around the
world.
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SPORTS
EDITOR: ANNA DUNLAVEY

SCOREBOARD
WOMEN’S LACROSSE

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

MARCH 26 | 5 P.M.
VS

THE COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER

GAMBIER, OHIO

MARCH 28 | 12 P.M.
VS

AUGUSTANA COLLEGE

GAMBIER, OHIO

TRACK AND FIELD

BASEBALL
MARCH 28 | 12 P.M.
VS

HIRAM COLLEGE (DH)

MARCH 28 | 12 P.M.

AT

GAMBIER, OHIO

COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
INVITATIONAL

WOOSTER, OHIO

Lords and Ladies both begin conference play with losses
The men’s lacrosse team was able to hold a lead at times, but was
ultimately bested by Ohio Wesleyan University 10-7.

Women’s lacrosse suffers their
first defeat of the season.

REBECCA DANN
SPORTS ASSISTANT

REBECCA DANN
SPORTS ASSISTANT

This past Saturday, the
Lords played sixth-ranked
Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU) in their second conference game of the season
here on McBride Field and
lost 10-7, marking their first
conference loss of the season.
“I thought we played very
well, and I thought it was a
good game throughout, hardfought,” Head Coach Doug
Misarti said. “They took advantage of a couple mental
errors in the later stages of the
game, but I thought we played
a good game. I was pleased,
and I think it’s a good sign of
things as we move forward.”
The Lords appeared to
dominate the field in the first
quarter, as they gained the
lead within the first three
minutes of the game with a
goal by first year Jonah Florence ’18, assisted by Robert
Jacobs ’17. Kenyon held off
Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU) and increased their
lead to 2-0 seven minutes
later with a goal by Jacobs.
OWU quickly retaliated just
a minute later with their first
goal of the game, bringing
the score to 2-1. Two minutes
later Kenyon regained their
two-point lead thanks to a
goal by Alex Lopez ’17. The

The women’s lacrosse
team lost their first North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) game of
the season this past Saturday against Wittenberg
University in Springfield,
Ohio, 9-19. The Ladies
now have an overall record
of 5-1 and an NCAC record of 0-1.
Wittenberg dominated
the first half and scored
seven goals, while Kenyon
was only able to manage to
get one goal past the Tiger
defense, which Abby Coleman ’17 scored. The Ladies
seemed to gain momentum during the second half
of the game as they tried
to catch the large lead held
by Wittenberg. At the start

EMILY STEGNER | COLLEGIAN

The Lords played their first game of the season on McBride Field on Saturday.
Lords furthered their lead at
the start of the second quarter with a goal by Justin Coleman ’15, assisted by Pierce
Kraft ’18, which increased
their lead to three points.
OWU scored their second
goal of the game just seconds
later, but Kenyon reclaimed
their comfortable three-point
lead with a goal by Pat Kim
’15, assisted by Nicky Lenard ’15, three minutes later,
bringing the score to 5-2.
During the third quarter,
OWU upped their offensive

play and tied the Lords 5-5,
but with 10 seconds left in
the quarter the Lords pulled
ahead by a point, as Lenard
scored during man-up, assisted by Kim. During the fourth
quarter, the Lords were unable to hold back OWU, as
their opponent managed to
score a total of five points.
With three minutes left in
the game, the Lords were
down 9-6 but Fritz Waine ’15
managed to score, bringing
the score to 9-7. OWU then
scored again and Kenyon was

unable to catch them, resulting in a final score of 10-7.
“I feel for three quarters
that we may have been the
better team but we need to
learn to pull those games out
and I think a game like Saturday certainly helps us move
in that direction,” Misarti
said.
The Lords played Otterbein University last night and
loss 10-7. The Lords next play
Wabash College in Crawfordsville, Ind. this coming
Saturday.

of the second half, the Ladies scored four goals in
less than three minutes to
bring the score to 7-5. Allie McLane ’17, Coleman,
Kelley Russell ’17 and Kat
Englert ’18 each contributed a goal. However, Wittenberg retaliated quickly
and scored six consecutive
goals, increasing their lead
to eight points. The Ladies
were able to put up four
more goals during the remainder of the second
half, for a total of eight
goals, but it wasn’t nearly
enough to catch the Tigers.
Coleman scored her third
goal of the game, McLane
scored her second goal and
Jane Symmes ’16 contributed two goals.
The Ladies play The
College of Wooster today
at 5 p.m. on Mavec Field.

CORA MARKOWITZ| COLLEGIAN

The Ladies are 5-1 on the season.

Golf competes in two tournaments, takes third and first
The Lords placed third in the TaylorMade-Adidas Intercollegiate
Tournament and first in the Mt. Saint Joseph Spring Invite.
JOHN BRAY
STAFF WRITER

Much like the greens in sunny
Beaufort, S.C., the Lords’ spring
golf season got off to a fast start.
After an impressive fall season
that ended with three consecutive second-place finishes, the
team was eager to get back onto
the links.
Competition began at the
TaylorMade-Adidas
Intercollegiate Tournament, where the
Lords took on 13 of the nation’s
best teams. The challenging three
rounds in two days did not faze
the Lords, who shot team scores
of 310, 310 and 307, continuing the consistency showcased
throughout the fall season. The
Lords’ efforts propelled them to a
third-place finish, behind nationally ranked Rhodes College and

Wittenberg University. While every member of the team played
well, Alex Blickle ’15 set himself
apart. Blickle finished the event
five over par, good enough for a
second-place finish. This performance earned him NCAC golfer
of the week honors.
“I was happy to be able to start
the season on a high note and
definitely credit that to the new
facility in the KAC [Kenyon Athletic Center],” Blickle said, referencing the new indoor putting
green and hitting base that were
recently added to the KAC.
However, Blickle, always one
to put the team first, was not concerned with his personal success,
but rather with that of his teammates. The tournament left him
with a lasting impression of how
far the young golf program has
come in a few short seasons.

“Seeing where our program
has risen to from what it was
freshman year is astounding,” he
said. “Everything has changed,
from the culture to the expectations. And the best part is no one
is satisfied yet.”
Traveling back to Ohio after
spring break, the Lords continued to demonstrate that unsatisfied mindset at the Mt. Saint
Joseph Spring Invite. The Lords
opened with an incredible round
of 301 and followed it up with a
score of 310 in the second round,
easily coming away with top honors. There was never any doubt
that they were the best team; in
fact, Transylvania University,
with a fairly strong golf program,
placed second in a considerable
11 strokes behind the Lords.
Blickle had another strong showing, placing third individually,

but Jake Fait ’16 stole the show,
beating out Blickle by a stroke to
claim second place.
Fait credits a hot start in the
first round to his overall success.
“I was firing on all cylinders and
played pretty well,” he said. “I
don’t think I’ve ever driven the
ball that well in my life and I’m
pretty sure I didn’t miss the geometric center of the face for about
18 holes. The second day I played
pretty poorly, hitting five out of
18 greens but I managed to putt
like a young Seve [Ballesteros].”
Fait chimed in on the new expectations that Blickle expressed,
but added his own tone and passion to the sentiment. “We expect
to win tournaments like that,” he
said. “No questions asked. We
have the personnel, the coaching and the resources. We want
to play in the national championship.”
From top to bottom, the Lords
present a very balanced and tal-

ented lineup; almost any one of
them can come away as the lowest scorer for an event. Access
to the new “lab” at the KAC has
started to pay off here in the early
going, and as the winter weather
leaves Gambier, maybe the Lords
can get out onto the local courses
and continue to progress.
As in all sports, confidence is a
key ingredient to success in golf,
and right now the Lords deservingly have it and are only adding
fuel to that fire. Tuesday morning
the newest edition of the NCAA
DIII Golf Rankings came out and
Kenyon ranked 23rd, the first
time in the golf program’s history
that it’s been ranked.
The Lords will take this week
and next to prepare for the OWU
Strimer Memorial Invitational.
With the Lords no longer playing the underdog role, this event
will give them a clearer picture of
where they stand in the conference.
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Softball adds to historic win streak
ANNA DUNLAVEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The softball team has knocked
it out of the park in their start to
this season. The team is now on
a 15-game win streak, not having lost a game since March 6th.
Before this season, the longest
win streak the program had ever
amassed was 11 games.
The team began their season at the Gene Cusic Classic in
Fort Myers, Fla. Although Bluffton University dealt the Ladies a
close 4-3 loss in their first game
of the 2015 season, they rebound
later in the day to demolished
Clark University 11-3. They went
on to finish the tournament with
a record of 13-3.
Since returning from the Classic, the Ladies have yet to lose a
game. They have played three
doubleheaders, against Otterbein University, Houghton College and Marietta College, winning all six games.
Pitcher Maddy Stark ’s ’15
performance in those games
earned her recognition by the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) as the conference’s
player of the week. At the plate,
she had 13 hits on 23 at-bats,

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Lindsey Susolik ’16 had three RBI in a doubleheader against Marietta College.
with 10 runs scored and 11 RBI.
On the mound, she started four
games and pitched a total of 26
innings. She struck out 25 batters and gave up only six earned
runs. With those wins, Stark now
holds the Kenyon record for alltime wins with 45.

The Ladies will begin playing conference teams this weekend, when they meet DePauw
University for a doubleheader
in Greencastle, Ind. Their first
home game and senior day will
be a doubleheader on March 31st,
against Hiram College.

Weather permitting, the baseball team
will start conference play this weekend.

Lords baseball will
face their first North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) opponent,
Hiram College, this
weekend. If they continue to play like they have
been in the opening
weeks of their season,
they should be a tough
match for the Terriers.
The Lords are currently 10-6 after playing 15
games on a spring break
trip to Florida and winning over Mt. Saint Joseph University 5-3 last
Wednesday.
This season should
prove a monumental
one for Jake Dunn ’15.
In the Mount Saint Joseph game, he hit his
seventh double of the
season and 50th of his
career, passing Kenyon’s
all-time doubles record
set by Matt Marcinczyk
’06. “He’s been the model of consistency,” Head
Coach Matt Burdette
said of Dunn’s past four
years. Dunn’s classmate
Kyle Hardacker ’15 is
also having a solid start
to his season, and both
he and Dunn are getting
close to breaking other

THIS WEEK IN
KC ATHLETICS
Ruggers dress up for prom

Florida success shows Lords’ promise
ANNA DUNLAVEY
SPORTS EDITOR

15

school records. “They’re
two of the best offensive
players we’ve ever had,”
Burdette said.
The other three seniors on the team are
all pitchers and have
also been “vital cogs in
the machine since day
one,” according to Burdette. Josh Jacobvitz ’15,
Mike Jeffers ’15 and Tim
Krahn ’15 are all starting pitchers this year, as
they were tin thier first
year. They also each
have at least one win under their belts this season.
“That’s
a
unique
thing, when you have
five seniors and all of
them have been really
important pieces to the
puzzle,” Burdette said.
“We all play pretty
significant roles on the
team,” Hardacker said.
However, it’s not just
the senior pitchers who
have contributed to
the Lords’ impressive
start. Jesse Bogacz ’18
and Paul Henshaw ’16
both threw no-hitters
during the Florida series. Southpaw Bogacz
pitched the Lords’ 4-0
win over Immaculata
University in a doubleheader, and Henshaw

COURTESY OF EMILY LEVI-D’ANCONA

This weekend, the Kenyon women’s rugby
team participated in the annual Rugby Prom
game. Instead of wearing their regular uniforms,
the players compete wearing dresses, dirtying
and destroying them in the process.
The team traveled to Oberlin College for this
year’s game. The Yeowomen didn’t have enough
players for a whole team, so a few members of
the Lady Ruggers went to play for them. Kenyon
took the prom crown, winning by a score of 4814.
— Anna Dunlavey

Tennis springs into outdoor season

CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

The Lords play their first home game on Saturday.

hurled the 7-0 win in a
doubleheader
against
Westminster College the
next day. Burdette said
that although a starter
and a reliever combined
for a no-hitter during
the 2008 season, this
was the first time in 20
years that a single Kenyon pitcher has pitched
a whole game without
giving up a hit.
“We’re getting contributions from every
class,” Burdette said.
“I think that’s what defines a good program.”
Pitching and defense have been strong,
but Burdette, Dunn
and Hardacker noted
that the offense could
be stronger. In last
Wednesday’s game, the
Lords’ five runs were
all scored with the help

of seven errors by the
Mount Saint Joseph
squad. “Timely hitting
will lead to more wins,”
Dunn said.
The NCAC has some
tough competition in
store for the Lords. “Every single team in this
league is really good, so
you really can’t let your
guard down,” Burdette
said. “Every game is going to be a tough battle.”
His seniors are feeling confident going
into league play. “We’re
looking pretty good this
year,” Hardacker said.
“All we have to do is get
the hitting going, and
then we’re a complete
team.”
Dunn added, “We just
have to stay focused and
attack every game with a
purpose.”

The eighth-ranked men’s tennis team had two
successful matches here in Gambier this past weekend
against 25th-ranked DePauw University and 30th-ranked
Swarthmore College. Last Saturday, the Lords faced the
Tigers and dominated, winning 7-2. Even though Kenyon
was only able to win one of their doubles matches, in
which Wade Heerboth ’15 and Colin Haas ’15 battled
for a 9-8 win, the Lords managed to win every singles
match. Sam Geier ’16 had an impressive performance
and only let up one game in the first set before playing
a shutout second set. The following day the Lords took
on Swarthmore College and shut them out, winning 9-0.
Jake Huber ’15 had an especially strong match, as he won
6-2 in the first set and 6-1 in the second set. The Lords
now have a short break from competition and next play
April 5 against Carnegie Mellon University in Gambier.
This past Saturday, the women’s tennis team
also faced DePauw University, which is ranked 17th
nationally. Unfortunately, the Ladies were unable to gain
momentum, failing to win a match against the Tigers,
allowing DePauw to claim a winning score of 9-0. Grace
Winslow ’18 came close to winning her singles match but
lost in the third set 7-6. The Ladies next play this coming
Tuesday against Denison University.
— Rebecca Dann
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For this year’s 2015 NCAA Division III Championships,
Kenyon’s famed swimming and diving teams headed
to Texas and dominated, with the Lords taking first
and the Ladies fourth.
COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Behind the scenes of the NCAAs: a Lady’s point of view
HANNAH COOPER
CONTRIBUTOR

Representing Kenyon at the
NCAA [National Collegiate Athletic
Association] meet is an honor and a
privilege. We work for months, over
20 hours a week, training twice a day,
for only four days of competition, with
the aim of hopefully dropping just a
few seconds, or tenths of seconds. As
the meet approaches, our coaches,
Jess [Book, head coach], Doug [Lennox, assistant coach], Nando [Rodriguez, senior assistant coach] and
Andy [Scott, diving coach] work with
us meticulously, making sure every
detail is in order. On Monday morning we load onto the buses dressed in
our best clothes to represent Kenyon
as the classy people we are.
When we arrived in Houston,
Texas, we drove to the hotel to unpack, each of us taking some time
to bond with our roommate for the
week. The person you room with at a
championship meet is not to be overlooked, because they are there to share
in your excitement or disappointment

after each session once the team has
said goodnight. I could not have asked
for a better, more supportive roommate than first-time national teammember Sarah Lloyd ’17.
This first day is anticipation to its
fullest. We go to the pool to get a feeling for the space, to practice on different walls, different blocks, in different lighting. The Houston pool is
surprisingly yellow, and no, not just
because we all pee in it, but because
of the odd lighting. It takes getting
used to, as Jess will not let us leave
anything to chance. That initial swim
feels relaxed, but we know that our
time there is precisely calculated by
Jess. We go get Italian food for dinner,
and again we leave exactly on time. I
happened to sit near him for that meal
and watched his leg twitch as the time
approached for us to leave. Jess has
to be sure we leave the restaurant according to schedule to be sure we do
not eat too much or go to bed too late.
His responsibilities, like those of the
other coaches, extend so much farther
than just those of a swim coach.
With Tuesday comes a reality
check. It is now only one day until the

competition begins. We finally get to
shave our legs — the first time since
our training trip over winter break.
Tuesday goes fast, way faster than any
of us anticipate. We all swim, eat, relax, and then it’s time to get dressed up
for the NCAA banquet, a dinner put
on by the NCAA committee to honor
all those who qualified for the meet.
We had a nice time and ate some good
food, but mostly it’s a blur now because at least for me, my mind began
to drift to the next day.
Wednesday is the first day, and
with those words comes so much excitement. The first day is a day that
can “set the tone” and so we arrive
at the pool with the goal of being the
loudest team on the pool deck. Our
attitudes and cheering can affect the
experience just as much as the actual
swims. That first evening brought national titles and national records in
the medley relays for both the Lords
and Ladies. Amazing individual
swims electrified the night. However, as Jess constantly reminds us, the
only session that matters is the session
that we are in. We celebrate the good
swims and then move on. We can be

Kenyon rules the pool once again
ANNA DUNLAVEY | SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s swimming and diving team
finished in first place at the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division
III Swimming and Diving Championships
in Shenandoah, Texas, with the women’s
team finishing in fourth. This is the 34th
time in 36 years, and the third straight year,
that the men’s program has won the title, and
the 35th straight year that the women have
finished in the top five.
“I thought we raced really well and put
emphasis into being exciting and having the
best team on the pool deck,” Head Coach
Jess Book ’01 said. Book was also named the
NCAA coach of the year at the end of the
meet.
“Things just went our way this year, and it

was fun to experience it with everyone,” Arthur Conover ’17 said.
A number of NCAA records were broken at the meet, and Harrison Curley ’15 was
behind three of the record-setting races. He
now holds individual national records in the
100-yard backstroke and the 400-yard individual medley. He was also one of the four
swimmers to take the title in the 200-yard
medley relay, along with Kevin Magee ’15,
Trevor Manz ’17 and Wes Manz ’15. Curley
said that taking home three national titles
hasn’t really set in yet. “I just went out there
and I swam the best that I could for my team
and for everyone involved,” he said.
Conover also took home an NCAA title
in the 1,600-yard freestyle, his first national title. Although Conover also broke the
NCAA record in the 500-yard freestyle, he

frustrated or disappointed about the
bad swims, but then we move on. And
so we moved on.
Thursday dawned, and we were
no longer fresh, but we had also shed
those early jitters. We were focused.
Thursday again brought the amazing
and frustrating parts of sports that
(sometimes annoyingly) are there to
teach you a life lesson: life isn’t easy,
you have to fight for what you want,
and even then you may not get it.
The third day, Friday, brought
pain, but it was the good pain you
can only get from competing all-out.
Our muscles were tired and sore,
and many of us could barely fathom
during warm-up how we were going
to race at our peak performance yet
again, but of course we did. Friday
brought with it best times for many
swimmers, but for Jess, that is not always enough. That morning he told us
that we needed to relax, to “try less,” to
just swim. That night, I think we did.
The third day of the NCAA is taxing,
and it is then that you realize what
you have put your body through, that
you still have another full day, and the
pressure you are under. You can let

did not take home the title, as he placed second in the race. Similarly, Trevor Manz broke
an NCAA record but placed third. The races
at the meet were fast enough that multiple
swimmers were touching the wall in record
time, and all but six records were broken. “It’s
a lot of fun to see how exceptional DivisionIII swimming is and how competitive we can
be among it,” Book said.
“We saw some incredible swims,” Curley
said. “It was absolutely wild, and it’s just going to keep getting faster.”
The first-place finish by the Lords has
somewhat overshadowed the Ladies’ fourthplace finish. “It’s about being the best we
can be,” Book said of the Ladies’ final result.
“Certainly we always want more, but fourth
in the nation is pretty exceptional.”
The 200-yard medley relay team of Celia
Oberholzer ’15, Laura Duncan ’17, Hannah
Cooper ’15 and Jenner MacLeod ’17 broke

this fear cripple you quite easily and
shrink away. But we are trained, mentally as well as physically, not to do
this. The Lords and Ladies both feel
a sense of pride from our history and
from the current year’s work that we
can do anything.
The last day, Saturday, never feels
like it’s the end. The excitement as our
own Harrison Curley ’15 smashed a
national record in the 200 back goes
by in a whirlwind of congratulations.
Even after we get our big team trophies it is almost impossible to grasp
that this team, the 2015 team (both
the NCAA team and the full Kenyon swim and dive team) will never
compete as one again. The seniors are
graduating, a new class coming soon
to take our place. As former coach Jim
Steen always said, you do not swim
four years at Kenyon; you swim one
year, four times. The emphasis is on
one year at a time. Each is different,
with different teammates, and different triumphs and tribulations in and
out of the pool.
Hannah Cooper ’15 is a psychology
major and seven-time All-American
finisher from Houston, Texas.

the national record and took home the national title for that event. Maria Zarka ’16
placed third in the three-meter diving, making it the first time in her Kenyon career that
she did not win that event. However, she won
the one-meter event for the first time in her
Kenyon career. “It was a really exciting moment for her, to do something that she’s never
done before,” Book said.
Book said he doesn’t really think about
his NCAA coach of the year award. “It’s
about the swimmers and the performances
and being the best team that we can be,” he
said. However, several of his swimmers said
he was deserving of the honor. “We all love
him so much; he’s absolutely everything to
the team,” Curley said. “That’s always the
best part, to be able to see him win something for all that he’s done for us.”
“He’s an amazing coach, and he definitely
deserves it,” Conover said.

